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Arvas, Mikko. Comparative and functional genome analysis of fungi for development of the protein
production host Trichoderma reesei. Espoo 2007. VTT Publications 654. 100 p. + app. 105 p. 
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Abstract 

Filamentous fungi of the subphylum Pezizomycotina are well known as protein 
and secondary metabolite producers. Various industries take advantage of these 
capabilities. However, the molecular biology of yeasts, i.e. Saccharomycotina 
and especially that of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the baker�s yeast, is much 
better known. In an effort to explain fungal phenotypes through their genotypes 
we have compared protein coding gene contents of Pezizomycotina and 
Saccharomycotina. Only biomass degradation and secondary metabolism related 
protein families seem to have expanded recently in Pezizomycotina. Of the protein 
families clearly diverged between Pezizomycotina and Saccharomycotina, those 
related to mitochondrial functions emerge as the most prominent. However, the 
primary metabolism as described in S. cerevisiae is largely conserved in all 
fungi. Apart from the known secondary metabolism, Pezizomycotina have 
pathways that could link secondary metabolism to primary metabolism and a 
wealth of undescribed enzymes. 

Previous studies of individual Pezizomycotina genomes have shown that 
regardless of the difference in production efficiency and diversity of secreted 
proteins, the content of the known secretion machinery genes in Pezizomycotina 
and Saccharomycotina appears very similar. Genome wide analysis of gene 
products is therefore needed to better understand the efficient secretion of 
Pezizomycotina. We have developed methods applicable to transcriptome analysis 
of non-sequenced organisms. TRAC (Transcriptional profiling with the aid of 
affinity capture) has been previously developed at VTT for fast, focused 
transcription analysis. We introduce a version of TRAC that allows more 
powerful signal amplification and multiplexing. We also present computational 
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optimisations of transcriptome analysis of non-sequenced organism and TRAC 
analysis in general. 

Trichoderma reesei is one of the most commonly used Pezizomycotina in the 
protein production industry. In order to understand its secretion system better 
and find clues for improvement of its industrial performance, we have analysed 
its transcriptomic response to protein secretion stress conditions. In comparison 
to S. cerevisiae, the response of T. reesei appears different, but still impacts on 
the same cellular functions. We also discovered in T. reesei interesting similarities 
to mammalian protein secretion stress response. Together these findings 
highlight targets for more detailed studies. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Pezizomycotina as industrial protein 
production systems 

Fungi generally derive their nutrition from other organisms by externally 
digesting them with enzymes. This capacity has been used by man for centuries 
to modify organic materials. For example Aspergillus oryzae, a fungus of the 
subphylum Pezizomycotina, has been used in Sake brewing at least from the 3rd 
century A.D., however it is the yeasts of the subphylum Saccharomycotina that 
are commonly used for brewing. Unlike practically all other fungi, 
Saccharomycotina have lost their capacity to break down organic material and 
live instead on free sugars. Sake is produced from rice and to free the sugars, 
rice was originally chewed by people and subsequently fermented by 
Saccharomycotina. This step was later replaced by a process where A. oryzae, 
instead of human enzymes, liberates sugars from rice for yeast fermentation. 

Today at least textile, food and feed, paper and pulp, and energy industries profit 
from the capacity of fungi to secrete enzymes that modify organic material. The 
industrial usefulness of fungi stems from the facts that they digest externally, 
they can digest practically all kinds of organic material and they can be grown 
easily. To retrieve the digesting enzymes for use one merely concentrates the 
used growth media in contrast to extracting them from inside of an organism. 
Modern biotechnology allows us to use fungi even for production of enzymes 
derived from other organisms. In an analogy to the Sake example, also cheese 
making used to require a mammalian enzyme, chymosin extracted from calf 
stomachs. Today calf chymosin is produced in genetically modified fungi like 
the Pezizomycotina Aspergillus niger (for review see (Berka et al. 1991)). 

The fungus Trichoderma reesei (Reese et al. 1950) of the subphylum 
Pezizomycotina is one of the most commonly used industrial protein production 
organisms. It is an asexual form of the Hypocrea jecorina (Kuhls et al. 1996), a 
tropical soft rot fungus, and was discovered as the �jungle rot� that degraded 
soldier�s tents and uniforms in the Pacific during World War II. T. reesei has 
been used extensively in the Finnish bioindustry. 
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Modern societies depend much on oil as a source of energy and plastics. In order 
to replace oil, renewable organic material must be modified and converted to 
different forms. Fungal enzymes provide natural and environmentally friendly 
means for this task. However, molecular biology is still in transition from a 
descriptive science to an engineering science. Systems biology strives for a 
holistic and quantative view of the complex interactions behind the phenotypic 
properties of organisms. This view would enable us to engineer for example 
fungi to meet the industrial needs of an oil free economy. The prerequisite of 
systems biology is to study and subsequently understand the constituents of an 
organism i.e. to analyse its genome. 

1.2 Genome analysis of Pezizomycotina 

The fungal kingdom is composed of phyla Chytridiomycota, Zygomycota, 
Glomeromycota, Ascomycota, Basidiomycota and Deuteromycota. Ascomycota is 
composed of subphyla Pezizomycotina, Saccharomycotina and Taphrinomycotina. 
So far genome sequences of six Pezizomycotina have been published: Aspergillus 
fumigatus (Nierman et al. 2005), Aspergillus nidulans (Galagan et al. 2005), 
A. oryzae (Machida et al. 2005), Magnaporthe grisea (Dean et al. 2005) and 
Neurospora crassa (Galagan et al. 2003). In addition, the genome of Aspergillus 
flavus has been published, but it is believed to be an ecotype of A. oryzae (Payne 
et al. 2006). Also, data from unpublished genome of T. reesei (D. Martinez, Joint 
Genome Institute, USA) is available (Table 1). Pezizomycotina live mostly in 
filamentous form and degrade biomass to free sugars to be used as source of 
carbon and energy. In contrast, Saccharomycotina, commonly referred to as 
yeasts, grow mostly in a unicellular form. They have generally no capability to 
degrade biomass and respectively live on free sugars. Undoubtly the most 
studied fungus and Saccharomycotina is Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the baker�s 
yeast. Thus Saccharomycotina present a useful comparison to the Pezizomycotina. 
Far more Saccharomycotina genomes have been published and, as a reference to 
Pezizomycotina, for this work we have selected 6: Ashbya gossypii (Dietrich et 
al. 2004), Candida glabrata, Debaryomyces hansenii, Kluyveromyces lactis 
(Dujon et al. 2004), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Goffeau et al. 1996) and 
Yarrowia lipolytica (Dujon et al. 2004). In addition three Basidiomycota 
genomes have been published: Cryptococcus neoformans (Loftus et al. 2005) 
Phanerochaete chrysosporium (Martinez et al. 2004) and Ustilago maydis 
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(Kamper et al. 2006). The phylogenetic relationships of the species discussed are 
presented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Cladogram of fungi with published genome sequences, adapted from 
(Kurtzman 2003; Diezmann et al. 2004; Pel et al. 2007). Branch lengths are 
arbitrary, subphyla and classes are shown for relevant cases. 

1.2.1 Genome structure 

An average Pezizomycotina has about three times larger genome than a 
Saccharomycotina. However, there is only a two fold difference in counts of 
open reading frames (ORFs). ORFs in Pezizomycotina are slightly longer than in 
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Saccharomycotina, which is partly due to the fact that a Pezizomycotina ORF is 
typically composed of 2�3 exons, while generally only 5 percents of ORFs of a 
Saccharomycotina have introns. Also, Pezizomycotina genomes are less densely 
packed with ORFs. Another major difference between these two subdivisions is 
the difference in the GC percent. Saccharomycotina typically have a lower GC 
percent but, unlike in Pezizomycotina there is large variation. In light of these 
statistics, the Basidiomycota seem to resemble more Pezizomycotina than 
Saccharomycotina, except that their genome size and respectively ORF count 
varies a lot (Table 1). Hymenomycetes have a more complex ORF structure than 
the Ascomycota with 3�6 exons per ORF (Loftus et al. 2005), while only 70 
percents of ORFs of the only sequenced Ustilaginomycetes, U. maydis have any 
introns. 

Chromosomal regions containing repeated sequences are difficult to resolve with 
the commonly used whole genome shot gun (WGS) sequencing (Venter et al. 
1998). Thus, the quality of information concerning repeats in published fungal 
genomes varies a lot. However, while approximately 40 percents of human and 
~50 percents of the rice (Yu et al. 2002) genome consists of transposon 
sequences, in fungi they seem to be rare. Transposons are mobile genetic 
elements that can move from one location in the genome and reinsert at another 
site (for review (Kempken and Kuck 1998)). A. gossypii has no transposons 
(Dietrich et al. 2004) and other Saccharomycotina have variable, but small 
amounts of representatives of different classes (for review (Dujon 2006)). In 
Pezizomycotina, 10 percents of the genomes of N. crassa (Galagan et al. 2003) 
and M. grisea (Dean et al. 2005) are composed of repetitive DNA originating 
mostly from retrotransposons. Due to the Repeat Induced Point mutations (RIP) 
mechanism N. crassa, nevertheless, has no intact mobile elements. RIP 
specifically mutates duplications greater than 400 bp and more identical than 80 
percents by introducing C:G to T:A mutations into both copies of the duplicated 
sequence. RIP takes place during the sexual cycle and probably involves 
methylation of the DNA prior to mutagenesis. The full mechanism has not yet 
been described. RIP effectively prevents gene duplications and keeps the 
genome extremely non-redundant (for review, see (Galagan and Selker 2004)). 
From 1 to 3 percents of genomes of the Aspergillus species consist of 
transposons (Galagan et al. 2005). There is evidence that RIP exists, although in 
a milder form, in M. grisea (Ikeda et al. 2002) and Aspergillus (Montiel et al. 
2006) species. Only 1.1 percents of the U. maydis genome consists of mostly 
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non-functional transposon derived sequences (Kamper et al. 2006). U. maydis 
appears to have no RNA interference pathway nor RIP, which both could restrict 
transposons (Galagan and Selker 2004; Vastenhouw and Plasterk 2004). 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of selected sequenced fungal genomes. Numbers 
are from original publications referred to in text, except for �Calculated ORF 
density� which was calculated by dividing �Count of ORFs� with �Total length 
(Mbp)�. �GC %� is the percent of guanine and cytosine nucleotides. �Coding %� 
is the percent of protein coding sequence. Statistics for S. cerevisiae are from 
(Dujon et al. 2004). T. reesei statistics are from the prepublication version 
(Diego Martinez, personal communication). 

Phylum Subphylum / Class Name

C
hrom

osom
es

Total 
length 
(Mbp) GC %

Count of 
ORFs

Count of 
tRNAs

Coding 
%

Average 
ORF size 

(bp)

Calculated 
ORF 

density (bp)

Ustilaginomycetes Ustilago maydis 23 20 54 6 902 64 1 935 2 869
Phanerochaete 
chrysosporium < 10 30 57 11 777 200 45 2 539
Cryptococcus 
neoformans 14 19 49 6 572 141 55 1 900 2 891

Archeascomycota
Schizosaccharomyces 
pombe 3 14 36 4 824 174 58 1426 2 861
Trichoderma reesei 7 34 52 9 130 40 1 476 3 713
Magnaporthe grisea 7 40 52 11 109 316 41 1 683 3 628
Neurospora crassa 7 40 50 9 200 424 44 1 673 4 337
Aspergillus nidulans 8 30 50 9 396 188 50 1 868 3 203
Aspergillus fumigatus 8 28 49 9 009 179 49 1 644 3 108
Aspergillus niger 8 34 50 13 238 269 1 572 2 561
Aspergillus oryzae 8 37 48 12 074 45 1 414 3 073

Pezizomycotina Average 8 35 50 10 451 275 45 1 619 3 375

Yarrowia lipolytica 6 21 49 6 703 510 46 1 428 3 058
Debaryomyces 
hansenii 7 12 36 6 906 205 79 1 167 1 767
Ashbya gossypii 7 9 52 4 718 199 1 950
Kluyveromyces lactis 6 11 39 5 329 162 72 1 383 1 989
Candida glabrata 13 12 39 5 283 207 65 1 479 2 328
Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae 16 12 38 5 807 274 70 1 455 2 084

Saccharomycotina Average 9 13 42 5 791 260 66 1 382 2 196

Basidiom
ycota

Ascom
ycota

Pezizomycotina

Saccharomycotina

Hymenomycetes

 

Transposons facilitate mutagenesis and horizontal gene transfer, thus allowing 
for example pathogenic bacteria to evolve fast (Wilson et al. 2002; Raskin et al. 
2006/2/24). 5 percents of the genome of the human pathogen C. neoformans 
consists of transposons. They might drive its phenotypic instability and 
subsequently impair the treatment of infections (Loftus et al. 2005). Similarly, 
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M. grisea, the rice blast fungus, with the largest percent of intact transposon 
derived sequences among sequenced Ascomycota, is a difficult plant pathogen. 

In conclusion, it is clear that known and yet undescribed mechanisms to restrict 
transposons exist in fungi. In addition, in Pezizomycotina RIP further prevents 
gene duplication and therefore stabilises genomes. This facilitates their use in 
research and industry. 

1.2.2 Protein coding gene content of fungal genomes 

The difference of life style between Pezizomycotina and Saccharomycotina is 
obvious from their protein coding gene content. While Saccharomycotina have 
few, Pezizomycotina genomes are abundant in ORFs related to the degradation 
of biomass such as glycoside hydrolases and proteinases. Glycosides are made 
from monosaccharides by glycosyltransferases and degraded by glycoside 
hydrolases. Derivates of glycosides, such as cellulose and hemicellulose, form 
the bulk of plant biomass. 

The higher amounts of glycoside hydrolases are to be expected as a global 
correlation between genome size and the number of glycoside hydrolases and 
glycosyltransferases exists (Coutinho et al. 2003). Among Eurotiomycetes this 
correlation is weak. A. niger and A. oryzae, with the largest genomes, have the 
most extracellular enzymes. A. niger has the most glycoside hydrolases (Pel et 
al. 2007), while A. oryzae has the least (Machida et al. 2005). Instead, A. oryzae 
has the largest amount of secreted proteinases. In comparison to S. cerevisiae, 
A. oryzae has also more ORFs related to certain amino acid metabolism 
pathways and amino acid transportes. These features appear to make it well 
adapted to the traditional Japanese koji culture where it is often grown on the surface 
of solid ground soybean, a protein rich energy source (Machida et al. 2005). 

Sordariomycetes, e.g. T. reesei, N. crassa and M. grisea, appear to have fever 
ORFs related to biomass degradation than Eurotiomycetes, e.g. Aspergilli, of the 
same genome size ((Pel et al. 2007), D. Martinez unpublished results). However, 
M. grisea has about twice the number of ORFs predicted to encode secreted 
proteins than N. crassa. The expanded protein families in M. grisea are related 
to plant cell wall degradation and many are transcriptionally induced in infection 
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related development (Dean et al. 2005). Consequently, this expansion appears to 
be directly related to the pathogenic life style of M. grisea. 

Regardless of the difference in genome contents of ORFs of secreted proteins 
between Saccharomycotina and Pezizomycotina species, their genomes have 
revealed only few differences in secretion machinery related ORF content. 
Pezizomycotina species have for example additional paralogues of the PDI1 (see 
chapter 1.4) and trafficking related GTPases (Borkovich et al. 2004; Pel et al. 
2007; Diego Martinez, personal communication). This raises the questions, 
whether Pezizomycotina have some secretion mechanisms that has been missed 
by current homology based annotation, or whether the mechanism discovered in 
S. cerevisiae can be shaped into the needs of Pezizomycotina secretion with only 
minor modifications. 

Table 2. Counts of major secondary metabolism enzyme type ORFs in fungi. 
Numbers are from original publications referred to in text. The number of PKS-
NRPSs is not reported in (Payne et al. 2006) and the count of A. oryzae NRPSs is 
18 in (Machida et al. 2005) and 24 in (Payne et al. 2006), T. reesei counts are 
based on the prepublication version (Scott Baker, personal communication). 

PKS NRPS PKS-NRPS
Basidiomycota Phanerochaete chrysosporium 9 7 0

Trichoderma reesei 12 11 2
Magnaporthe grisea 23 6 8
Neurospora crassa 7 3 0
Aspergillus nidulans 27 13 1
Aspergillus fumigatus 14 13 1
Aspergillus niger 34 17 7
Aspergillus oryzae 30 24 0
Aspergillus flavus 35 24 ?

Ascomycota

 

Another well known difference between Pezizomycotina and Saccharomycotina 
is the capability of Pezizomycotina to produce a wealth of secondary 
metabolites. Secondary metabolites are diverse bioactive low molecular weight 
compounds. Well known examples include penicillin produced by the 
Eurotiomycetes species Penicillium chrysogenum and aflatoxin produced by 
A. flavus. Hundreds of antibacterial, antifungal or antitumoral fungal secondary 
metabolites have been described. The two most common classes can be 
characterised by a defining enzyme in their biosynthesis pathway. Polyketides 
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(e.g. aflatoxin) are produced by polyketide synthetases (PKS) and non-ribosomal 
peptides (e.g. pencillin) are produced by non-ribosomal peptide synthetases 
(NRPS) (for review (Keller et al. 2005)). In addition there are PKS-NRPS fusion 
enzymes (Bohnert et al. 2004). 

The counts of major secondary metabolism enzyme type ORFs seem to vary a 
lot inside phyla and even inside probable ecotypes of the same species such as 
A. oryzae and A. flavus (Payne et al. 2006) (Table 2). Interestingly, both A. oryzae 
and A. flavus genomes seem to contain the full aflatoxin biosynthesis pathway. 
Regardless, A. oryzae has the GRAS (Generally Regarded As Safe) status and 
has been used in food production for centuries. 

PKSs and NRPSs often occur in a chromosomal cluster with ORFs likely related 
to the production of the secondary metabolite such as P450 monooxygenases, 
dehydrogenases, transporters and a transcription factor (Keller and Hohn 1997; 
Yu et al. 2004; Gardiner and Howlett 2005). These clusters are often found in 
subtelomeric regions (Nierman et al. 2005; Rehmeyer et al. 2006). Subtelomeric 
regions appear to have a potential for faster evolution than many other 
chromosomal regions (Naumov et al. 1996; Freitas-Junior et al. 2000; Daran-
Lapujade et al. 2003; Rehmeyer et al. 2006), consequently subtelomeric 
positioning could provide a mechanism to explain the fast evolution of these 
clusters. Why secondary metabolite ORFs tend to cluster is not completely 
understood. It has been claimed that some clusters have been transferred from 
bacteria while others have not been. At least in Aspergilli an epigenetic 
transcription control through simultaneous methylation of the whole cluster has 
been shown (Bok and Keller 2004; Bok et al. 2005). This type of regulation 
could provide a selective advantage and a subsequent evolutionary pressure to 
keep the clusters intact (Keller et al. 2005). In Saccharomycotina species ORFs 
of an allantoin catabolism pathway are clustered in a subtelomeric region. They 
are also transcriptionally regulated in concert through a chromatin modification 
mechanism. However, an advantage conferred by transcriptional co-regulation is not 
believed to have caused the clustering of the allantoin pathway (Wolfe et al. 2000). 

The genomes of S. cerevisiae and C. glabrata are characterised by a recent 
genome duplication (for review see (Dujon 2006)). The sequenced genomes 
have retained only ~11 percents of the postulated original gene pairs. However, 
in ~80 percents of the gene deletions S. cerevisiae and C. glabrata have retained 
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the same copy. Therefor the genes have been probably lost rapidly before 
speciation of the two species. In addition, genome duplications have been 
described in other eukaryotes such as rice, Oryzea sativa (Yu et al. 2005), 
Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000) and the puffer fish, 
Tetradon negroviridis (Jaillon et al. 2004). However, no traces of genome 
duplication have been found in published Pezizomycotina genomes. In addition 
fungi in general seem to be relatively poor in transposon derived sequences and 
the RIP mechanism seriously limits gene duplication in at least N. crassa. Since 
the development of RIP only six gene duplication events appear to have taken 
place, the genes escaping RIP due to a particular gene structure (Galagan and 
Selker 2004). In addition to RIP N. crassa has also post-transcriptional silencing 
based genome defense mechanisms that prevent activity of foreign or mutated 
genes. These mechanisms are likely to be conserved at least in Pezizomycotina. 
Each of the genome defence mechanisms is active in a unique stage of the 
N. crassa life cycle covering it entirely (for review see (Borkovich et al. 2004)). 

In conclusion, it seems that many mechanisms exist to limit evolution in fungi. 
Is fungal evolution then particularly slow? The fast evolution of the secondary 
metabolism clusters shows that it is not, at least in all parts of the genome. 
Known plant biomass degradation and secondary metabolism related genes 
explain only partly why Pezizomycotina genomes have almost two times more 
genes than Saccharomycotina. Thus the protein coding gene content of 
Pezizomycotina and its evolutionary history remains largely unexplored. 

1.2.3 Databases 

In February 2007, the NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Information) 
genome database had records of public sequencing projects of 68 fungal 
genomes. Of eukaryotes, fungi are the kingdom with most sequenced species. 
Sequenced genomes cover fungi broadly and include industrially, medically and 
agriculturally important species with very diverse genomes. Species of diverse 
evolutionary distances have been sequenced, such as strains of C. neoformans 
(Loftus et al. 2005), members of Saccharomyces sensu stricto (Kellis et al. 
2003), ecotypes of A. oryzae (Payne et al. 2006) and species from different phyla 
of the kingdom. Thus, fungal genomes form an incomparable resource for 
eukaryotic comparative genomics research and method development. 
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To fully profit from these possibilities the fungal research community needs a 
comprehensive comparative genomic database. Extensive comparative genomic 
databases for some groups of eukaryotic species are available such as the 
Ensembl for mammals (Birney et al. 2006). Several different genome database 
types exists for fungi such as the Saccharomyces Genome Database (Dolinski et 
al. 2004) on which the databases of A. gossypii (Gattiker et al. 2007) and 
C. albicans (Arnaud et al. 2005) are based on. In addition the sites of the major 
sequencing centres TIGR (The Institute for Genomic Research), Sanger (The 
Welcome Trust Sanger Institute), JGI (The Joint Genome Institute) and Broad 
(The Broad Institute) exist. All existing database types use in-house software and 
databases incompatible with other sites and with little comparative capabilities. 
Several comparative databases exist for fungi such as MIPS (Mewes et al. 2004), 
CBS Genome Atlases (Pedersen et al. 2000), eFungi (Cornell et al. 2007), but 
none offers as detailed information as Ensembl. In conclusion, abundant resources 
exist to build and maintain genome databases for fungi, but little co-operation to 
pool resources into a common comparative database enabling full use of genome 
data exists. 

1.3 Transcriptome analysis 

As discussed above, many properties of genome sequences can be related to 
known phenotypes of an organism. However, our understanding of the 
relationships between genotype and phenotype is still poor. Undoubtedly these 
relationships are complex and, to decipher them, a common strategy is to study 
the intermediates between genotype and phenotype such as transcripts, proteins, 
lipids or metabolites. Of these, transcripts seem as the easiest target for genome 
wide studies. Unlike lipids or many proteins, transcripts i.e. RNAs are water 
soluble, making their laboratory manipulation easy. RNAs are also far more 
stable than many metabolites or lipids and thus easier to extract. The core of 
many current transcriptome profiling technologies (Table 3) is the property of 
single stranded nucleic acids to hybridise specifically with complementary 
nucleic acids to form double stranded molecules. This allows the recognition and 
at least relative quantification of the majority of RNA molecules in a sample 
simultaneously. Although, RNAs have little enzymatic activities compared to 
proteins, their quantities still give valuable information about cellular events. 
The fact that a gene is regulated in a certain way is a direct measure of decisions 
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leading to a regulation event, but unfortunately it gives us no direct information 
of the following events such as the activity of a protein coded by the gene. 

Table 3. Common transcriptome profiling techniques. �Core technique� 
summarises whether the hybridisation of an RNA sample on probes or 
sequencing of ESTs form the core of the technique. See details in text. 

Technique Core technique Genome sequence requirement Practical limit of genome coverage
Oligonucleotide microarray Hybridisation Needed Quality of genome sequence
cDNA microarray Hybridisation Not needed Size of cDNA library

cDNA subtraction library
Hybridisation / 
Sequencing Not needed Size of cDNA library

SAGE Sequencing
Due to short length of sequences 
in practice needed Quality of genome sequence

MPSS Sequencing
Due to short length of sequences 
in practice needed Quality of genome sequence

EST sequencing Sequencing Not needed Size of cDNA library
cDNA-AFLP Sequencing Not needed Size of cDNA library

 

1.3.1 Transcriptome analysis of organisms with 
sequenced genomes 

Currently the most important transcriptome profiling methods for sequenced 
organisms are cDNA (Schena et al. 1995) and oligonucleotide microarrays 
(Lockhart et al. 1996). In both the probes (either cDNA or oligonucleotide) 
covering most of the gene content of a genome, are attached to a solid support, 
typically a glass slide. Labelled cDNA sample derived from a cellular RNA 
sample is hybridised on the probes. Either of these methods can be applied 
effectively if at least a draft quality genome sequence is available. However, 
cDNA arrays are often constructed based just on EST (Expressed Sequence Tag) 
data. Commonly a single signal value is obtained for each predicted ORF of the 
genome, but the whole genome can also be tiled with overlapping probes, for a 
far more detailed measurement that is independent of ORF predictions (Yamada 
et al. 2003; David et al. 2006). 

The selection of good oligonucleotide probes is a major challenge. A good probe 
should be sensitive, i.e. it should produce a clear signal when bound by the target 
molecule, and it should be specific, i.e. it should not bind any other transcripts in 
the sample. Unfortunately, the prediction of either property from sequence data 
reliably is still difficult (Kivioja 2004). In addition to the difficulties of 
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predicting thermodynamics of hybridisations of theoretical linear free nucleic 
acids, nucleic acids fold into secondary structures and in microarray technology 
the probe is bound to a solid surface further restricting its movement. 

One of the major problems of the microarray methods is their lack of sensitivity. 
A relatively large sample is needed for hybridisations, typically several 
micrograms of total RNA and even then low abundance transcripts are difficult 
to detect (Evans et al. 2002). This renders microarrays unusable for thin needle 
biopsies, microdissected tissue slices, cytological samples in clinical research or 
specific parts of fungal hyphae. Also, it has been reported that fold changes of 
transcript levels are underestimated (Yuen et al. 2002; van de Peppel et al. 
2003). This is due, at least partly, to the pre-processing of the signal values and 
thus possibly common to any genome wide transcriptome profiling technique. 
Comparative analyses between different microarray methods show that while 
large changes can be reliably measured, there is much room for improvement 
(Kuo et al. 2002; Jarvinen et al. 2004; Park et al. 2004). 

A number of alternative hybridisation based methods have been proposed such 
as the Illumina bead arrays (Yeakley et al. 2002) and microelectronic arrays 
(Weidenhammer et al. 2002). In both, instead of binding probes to a common 
solid support, they are bound to beads that facilitate their handling. 

Instead of hybridisation based methods an RNA sample can be transformed into 
short cDNA sequences i.e. ESTs (Expressed Sequence Tag) that are sequenced 
in large numbers. In theory, these methods could be applied to a non-sequenced 
organism. In practice ESTs are often too short to be mapped by similarity to 
other organisms and a genome sequence of at least a very close relative is 
needed. The advantage of these methods is that one gets a direct measurement of 
transcript abundance instead of a measurement of hybridisation signal. In 
hybridisation based techniques design of the hybridisation probe, hybridisation 
process, signal amplification methods used in hybridisation signal measurement 
etc. could all confound the original signal abundance. In SAGE (Serial Analysis 
of Gene Expression) cDNA made from transcripts are digested with class II 
restriction enzyme that cuts 10�20 bp away from its recognition site. The 
segment between recognition site and cut site from each transcript is retrieved 
and these are randomly ligated together into larger molecules suitable for 
sequencing. Sequences specific to particular genes are counted from sequencing 
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data for a measure of transcript abundance (Velculescu et al. 1997). The major 
difference between MPSS (Massively Parallel Serial Sequencing) and SAGE is 
that instead of a conventional sequencing device a specialised device capable of 
sequencing in parallel is used in MPSS for much higher throughput (Brenner et 
al. 2000). Though theoretically very interesting, due to high costs neither of 
these method has gained much popularity. 

Although all the methods described above are considered fairly reliable, the 
expression profiles of candidate genes for further study are usually verified with 
an additional method. Northern hybridisations and RT-PCR (Reverse 
Transcriptase � PCR) based methods such as qRT-PCR (quantative Real Time � 
PCR) (Weis et al. 1992) are the most common. 

1.3.2 Transcriptome analysis in fungi with sequenced genomes 

Fungal transcriptome analysis boasts a hallmark paper where S. cerevisiae 
cultures were analysed in a wide variety of environmental perturbations (Gasch 
et al. 2000). This allowed the description of the environmental stress response 
(ESR) common to all stresses studied and formed an excellent reference for 
future studies. A number of Pezizomycotina species have been also studied with 
microarrays. However, in most cases the microarrays employed were cDNA 
arrays based on EST databases and thus cover the genome only partially. 

Microarray transcriptome profiling of fungi was used for the first time in an 
analysis of the shift from fermentative to respirative metabolism, i.e. the diauxic 
shift, in S. cerevisiae (DeRisi et al. 1997). In the presence of oxygen and glucose 
S. cerevisiae prefers to ferment glucose to ethanol. The process does not require 
oxygen but, produces much less energy than aerobic, i.e. respirative, metabolism 
of glucose to CO2. DeRisi and co-workers showed that in accordance with 
previous results, TCA (Triacarboxylic Acid Cycle) enzyme transcripts are down 
regulated in presence of glucose in S. cerevisiae. In contrast, T. reesei prefers 
respiration and a study of T. reesei in glucose rich and poor conditions showed 
that TCA enzyme transcripts are induced in the presence of glucose (Chambergo 
et al. 2002). A similar study in A. oryzae showed an induction in TCA transcripts 
in the presence of glucose (Maeda et al. 2004). Like S. cerevisiae, N. crassa 
ferments in aerobic and glucose rich conditions and its TCA transcripts are 
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repressed. These results suggest that gene regulation drives fungi to either 
aerobic or anaerobic metabolism in the presence of glucose. N. crassa is known 
for its high growth rate and Xie and co-workers propose that, similar to 
S. cerevisiae, it has a strategy of rapid removal of glucose from a glucose rich 
environment and production of ethanol for competition with other microbes (Xie 
et al. 2004). This makes N. crassa an attractive bioethanol production organism, 
as it could both degrade biomass and convert it to ethanol. After the genome 
duplication the S. cerevisiae ancestor rapidly lost thousands of ORFs (Dujon et 
al. 2004; Kellis et al. 2004) and at large Saccharomycotina genomes have less 
ORFs and higher ORF density then Pezizomycotina (Table 1). N. crassa appears 
to follow a similar evolutionary course of diminishing ORF content as 
Saccharomycotina with the development of RIP. This seems to correlate well 
with its mode of glucose metabolism. 

T. reesei is used in the bioindustry mainly to produce cellulases. Thus cellulase 
gene regulation and cellular adaptation to cellulase production are of interest. 
Differences between cellulase induced and non-induced conditions and a mutant 
strain producing abundant cellulases compared to a parent strain have been 
studied (Foreman et al. 2003). The experiment showed that in the stage of 
fermentation where T. reesei actively produces cellulases, there is no 
corresponding induction of the secretion system (Foreman et al. 2003). To study 
specifically the adaptation of cells to conditions where protein secretion stresses 
cells, the effect of recombinant protein production was analysed in A. nidulans. 
The secretion stress induced by recombinant protein production was found to 
have milder transcriptomic effects than the one caused by the chemical 
dithiothreitol (DTT) (Sims et al. 2005). 

Fungal development has been studied by transcriptome profiling in N. crassa. 
Novel clock controlled genes have been found (Correa et al. 2003) and a wealth 
of previously uncharacterised genes were associated to spore germination. Some 
of the gene expression events related to spore germination, were proposed to be 
conserved between U. maydis and N. crassa (Kasuga et al. 2005). 
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1.3.3 Transcriptome analysis of organisms with 
non-sequenced genomes 

If no sequence data is available transcriptome profiling can be based on selective 
EST sequencing. A large EST sequencing project is in itself transcriptome 
profiling since it produces a catalogue of the most abundant transcripts of the 
cell. However this chapter will concentrate on methods where a preselection of 
transcripts prior to sequencing is used. Strategies of arraying unsequenced 
cDNAs, instead of selecting probes based on their sequence are also excluded. 

The two major preselection methods are the cDNA subtraction library and 
differential display methods. In cDNA subtraction library cloning, cDNA from 
one sample (tester) is hybridised to excess of cDNA from another sample 
(driver) and non-hybridised tester molecules are separated from hybridised 
common molecules and non-hybridised driver sequences. Non-hybridised tester 
cDNA fragments represent transcripts in excess as compared to the driver 
sample. Typically, several cycles of hybridisation are carried out to further 
purify the tester sample. By inverting the roles of the driver and the tester 
samples both over and under represented cDNA fragments can be extracted. The 
final pool of unhybridised driver fragments is cloned to a vector and transformed 
to a host. The resulting subtracted cDNA library can then be sequenced. 

The cDNA subtraction library cloning method has been in use for a long time 
(Hedrick et al. 1984) and numerous variations have been reported. The major 
improvements were the introduction of PCR to amplify the samples to improve 
sensitivity (Hara et al. 1991; Lisitsyn et al. 1993; Ausubel et al. 1994; 
Diatchenko et al. 1996) and oligo-dT coated beads to facilitate the removal of 
driver sample after hybridisation (Hara et al. 1991; Watson et al. 2000). Still the 
method has often a high rate of false positives. In a final subtraction library 10�50 
percents of the clones can be false positives. However, low false positive rates of 
5�10 percents have been reported with the Suppression Subtractive 
Hybridisation (SSH) method (von Stein et al. 1997; Qin et al. 2003). In SSH, 5� 
adaptors with terminal inverted repeats are added to the tester cDNA fragments. 
The inverted repeats will lead to stable secondary structures that prevent 
amplification of other than the true positive tester fragments in subsequent PCR 
amplifications. 
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A cDNA subtraction library analysis was recently applied to study a 
biotechnologically relevant problem in fungi, the protein secretion stress in 
A. niger. Among other responses, the work describes a novel DTT treatment 
specific induction of methyltransferases (Watson et al. 2000; MacKenzie et al. 
2005). It has been shown previously that in protein secretion stress conditions in 
A. niger the transcription of bip and pdi (see chapter 1.4) are induced (Wiebe et 
al. 2001; Al-Sheikh et al. 2004). Also the authors themselves showed that bip 
and pdi are induced at least two-fold in their original RNA samples by a 
microarray analysis. However, the corresponding cDNA fragments were not 
found from the induced cDNA subtraction library. 

Differential display methods have also been used for a long time. They are based 
on PCR amplification of cDNA derived from an RNA sample and subsequent 
separation of the individual amplified cDNAs by electrophoresis. The DDRT-
PCR (Differential Display Reverse Transcriptase PCR) method uses random 
primers with for example two selective nucleotides to amplify a subset of 
cDNAs, i.e. a pool. Thus, for each primer pair only sequences whose ends match 
the selective primer extensions get amplified and form a pool. The cDNAs of a 
pool can be separated from each other in electrophoresis based on length. By 
comparing band intensities of electrophoresis runs of pools produced by the 
same set of primers from different RNA samples, differentially regulated 
transcripts can be recognised, hence differential display (Liang and Pardee 1992). 

A major improvement in differential display techniques was the development of 
cDNA-AFLP (cDNA-Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism) (Bachem et 
al. 1996; Breyne and Zabeau 2001; Fukumura et al. 2003) method. In this 
method, the cDNAs are digested with two different restriction enzymes, adapters 
are attached to the specific ends of the resulting fragments, and the fragments are 
amplified using primers matching the restriction sites and extended with 
additional selective nucleotides. This makes the pool production process more 
reproducible and in theory each pool should contain only one fragment from 
each transcript unlike in DDRT-PCR (Figure 2). 

In practice the major problem of cDNA-AFLP is the high number of false 
positives. Neither digestions, ligations, affinity capture nor the selective PCR, 
work perfectly and even if they do, an electrophoresis band might still contain 
fragments of the same length derived from different transcripts. A common 
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strategy is to cut bands from electrophoresis gels and use them as probes in 
Northern hybridisations (Callard et al. 1994; Qin et al. 2000). Also, the single-
stranded conformation polymorphism (SSCP) method has been used to separate 
fragments of the same length but different sequence (Mathieu-Daude et al. 1996; 
Gellatly et al. 2001). A cDNA-AFLP with SSCP was used to study the 
sirodesmin production of the Ascomycota Leptosphaeria maculans (Gellatly et 
al. 2001). Sirodesmin is a phytotoxin produced by an NRPS secondary 
metabolism cluster (Gardiner et al. 2005). 39 bands in the cDNA-AFLP 
electrophoresis gels were classified as differentially expressed. In SSCP analysis 
all were found to contain several fragments. However, in a subsequent Northern 
analysis of the most promising fragment from each cDNA-AFLP band, 28 were 
confirmed as differentially expressed. Variable transcript termination and 
polyadenylation presents additional problems. An extensive study of 
S. cerevisiae transcriptome with a modified cDNA-AFLP protocol suggested 
that on average up to seven mRNAs differing by their 3� ends could be produced 
from a single ORF (Fukumura et al. 2003). 
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Figure 2. cDNA-AFLP with 3� end capture (Breyne and Zabeau 2001; Fukumura 
et al. 2003). After the digestion with the first restriction enzyme, the biotin (B) 
labelled 3�-fragments are captured with the aid of streptavidin coated magnetic 
beads (M) followed by the digestion with the second restriction enzyme and the 
removal of the 3�-fragments. Adapters have to be attached to the specific ends 
(coloured) of the fragments to facilitate selective PCR (the selective nucleotides 
are marked as N1, N2, N3 and N4). 
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Because of the PCR steps, cDNA-AFLP and cDNA subtraction cloning can be 
very sensitive methods. Theoretically, a successful PCR amplification can start 
from just one molecule. The efficiency of PCR is influenced by the length and 
sequence of the template. PCR amplifications of the whole sample have been 
also used in microarray techniques to improve their sensitivity. However, the 
variations in PCR efficiency limit this approach. For cDNA-AFLP, it has been 
claimed that simultaneous amplification of dozens of fragments is reproducible 
in one reaction when using a single, common, primer pair (Vos et al. 1995). 
Thus comparisons of identically produced pools should be reliable. 

In comparison to the cDNA subtraction library method, cDNA-AFLP could have 
a lower false positive rate. As well as current microarray methods, cDNA 
subtraction libraries and cDNA-AFLP require a verification of the gene 
expression by an additional method. cDNA-AFLP allows comparisons of several 
samples simultaneously and the determination of quantative expression profiles 
(Breyne et al. 2003). However, the process of extracting the ESTs from 
electrophoresis gels is laborious. In contrast, the sequencing of cDNA 
subtraction libraries can be easily automated. 

1.4 Protein secretion stress in filamentous fungi 

Pezizomycotina are known to secrete abundantly a wide variety of proteins. 
Secretion is initiated in the nucleus by transcription, subsequently the transcripts 
are translated and proteins translocated to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). The 
folding of secreted proteins is supported by chaperones, glycosylation enzymes 
and oxidoreductases. Of these BIP (binding protein), a chaperone, and PDI 
(protein disulphide isomerase), a disulphide bond formation catalyst, are the 
most commonly used indicators for ER status. Correct folding is monitored by 
the quality control (QC) system and proteins might go through repeated cycles 
of folding before destined for either the ERAD pathway (ER � Associated 
Degradation) or further transport (for review (Tsai et al. 2002; Ellgaard and 
Helenius 2003; Ma and Hendershot 2004)). The correctly folded proteins are 
transported to the Golgi compartment where further modification of the proteins 
takes place to modulate their function and stability (for review (de Graffenried 
and Bertozzi 2004)). After Golgi, proteins are transported in vesicles to the 
plasma membrane and released out of the cell. 
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In contrast to Saccharomycotina, Pezizomycotina live predominantly in a 
filamentous form and it has been shown that their secretion often occurs at the 
hyphal tip (Nykanen et al. 1997; Gordon et al. 2000). The vesicular transport of 
secreted proteins from other parts of the hyphae to the tip is believed to be 
mediated by microtubules, while short range transport between cell 
compartments is mediated by the actin filaments (Mourino-Perez et al. 2006). 
The role of actin and microtubules has been debated for long. Although actin 
and not microtubules are essential for hyphal growth, it is clear that microtubules 
are needed for fast growth (Fuchs et al. 2005; Horio and Oakley 2005; Sampson 
and Heath 2005; Mourino-Perez et al. 2006). For example, in A. nidulans a 
hyphal tip, possibly channelling the secretion capacity of the preceding cells, can 
grow up to five times faster than a germling (Horio and Oakley 2005). Thus, 
while microtubules are not essential in laboratory conditions they might be 
essential in nature by allowing the fungus to grow fast towards a source of 
carbon. At the tip of the growing hyphae is a structure unique to filamentous 
fungi, the Spizenkörper (SPK). It is believed to act as a vesicle supply centre 
(VSC) before final secretion out of the cell (Gierz and Bartnicki-Garcia 2001). 
Although SPK is rich in actin, a recent mathematical VSC model predicts that no 
active transport is needed between the SPK and the cell membrane (Tindemans 
et al. 2006). 

1.4.1 Unfolded Protein Response 

Accumulation of unfolded, misfolded or otherwise inefficiently secreted proteins 
or other impairment of secretion can cause stress to cells, i.e. secretion stress. It 
is often studied by exposing cells to various chemicals that inhibit protein 
folding or transport and induce strong, clearly measurable responses. The most 
commonly used chemicals are DTT and tunicamycin. DTT, a powerful reducing 
agent, inhibits protein folding by preventing the formation of disulphide bonds. 
Tunicamycin prevents N-linked glycosylation of proteins by blocking the first 
step of the glycosylation pathway. 

The major eukaryotic response to secretion stress is the Unfolded Protein 
Response (UPR). In S. cerevisiae, UPR is believed to modify and enhance the 
activity of the secretion pathway affecting specifically genes involved in the ER 
functions. It is defined mainly through its transcriptional effects that are 
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controlled by the sensor Ire1p and the downstream transcription factor Hac1p. The 
chaperone BIP binds to Ire1p when not bound by unfolded proteins and keeps it in 
an inactive form (Bertolotti et al. 2000). However, Ire1p can sense secretion stress 
and subsequently activate UPR even without the capability to bind BIP (Kimata et 
al. 2004). In concert, it has been proposed that Ire1p could bind directly to 
unfolded proteins (Credle et al. 2005). Activated Ire1p promotes splicing of 
HAC1 mRNA by an unconventional mechanism and only then Hac1p is actively 
translated and capable of activating its downstream genes (Cox and Walter 1996). 

An upstream promoter element UPR Element (UPRE), bound by Hac1p has 
been shown to be necessary and sufficient for the UPR induction of BIP, PDI1, 
EUG1, FKB2 and LHS1 in S. cerevisiae (Mori et al. 1992; Kohno et al. 1993; 
Mori et al. 1998). Furthermore, the induction of 381 genes has been shown to 
depend on the IRE1 and HAC1 pathway. Of these 27 percents were involved in 
secretion related processes, such as translocation, glycosylation, protein folding, 
lipid and inositol metabolism, protein degradation, ER � Golgi transport, Golgi � 
ER retrieval, vacuolar targeting, distal secretion and cell wall biogenesis 
(Travers et al. 2000). The majority of these genes also require the Gcn4p for 
their induction (Patil et al. 2004). Gcn4p is a member of the bZIP (basic leucine-
zipper) transcription factor family like Hac1p. It is the major controller of the 
amino acid starvation response (for review (Hinnebusch and Natarajan 2002)). 
Three elements all resembling UPRE and the binding site of Gcn4p as well have 
been found in the promoter regions of 36 percents of the UPR induced genes. 
Concomitant Gcn4p and Hac1p binding was shown for two element types that 
are found in 34 percents of the UPR induced genes. As bZIP transcription 
factors frequently form dimers, it could be that Hac1p and Gcn4p bind 
promoters as a heterodimer (Patil et al. 2004). 

In conditions of extreme stress, such as combined DTT treatment and heat 
shock, an additional response, the S-UPR (Super-UPR), has been described in 
S. cerevisiae. Its activation requires Hac1p and an unrecognised transcription 
factor, UMF (UPR Modulating Factor) (Leber et al. 2004). Hac1p acts also as a 
negative regulator of transcription. Active Hac1p represses differentiation 
responses to nitrogen starvation, pseudohyphal growth and meiosis, apparently 
through a mechanism of tightening nucleosome structure. Interestingly, this 
mechanism links the ER load to S. cerevisiae�s differentiation programs 
(Schroder et al. 2000; Schroder et al. 2004). 
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The response to secretion stress in T. reesei has been previously shown to share 
several features with that in S. cerevisiae. Components of the UPR pathway have 
been isolated from T. reesei including the counterparts of the genes IRE1 and 
HAC1, as well as UPR target genes such as PDI1 (Saloheimo et al. 1999; 
Saloheimo et al. 2003; Valkonen et al. 2004). In T. reesei and A. niger, splicing 
of hac1/hacA mRNA and HAC1/HACA promoter binding activity has been 
shown. However, the process of mRNA splicing is different from S. cerevisiae. 
Instead of removing a 250 nt intron, the 5� flanking region is truncated and a 
20 nt intron is removed (Saloheimo et al. 2003; Mulder et al. 2004). 

The production of a heterologous protein is often stressful to cells, which can 
lead to reduced yields of proteins. For example, in T. reesei production of human 
antibody Fab fragment caused induction of PDI1 (Saloheimo et al. 1999) and in 
A. niger expression of tPA (human tissue plasminogen activator) induced UPR 
(Wiebe et al. 2001). Vice-versa, constitutive induction of UPR can increase the 
production of heterologous proteins in fungi (Valkonen et al. 2003a; Valkonen et 
al. 2003b). 

Even induction of massive secretion of hydrolytic enzymes by change of carbon 
source in T. reesei can induce the UPR. When a strain carrying a modified 
homologous egl1 (endoglucanase 1) cellulase was grown up with glucose and 
then transferred to lactose to initiate protein secretion, UPR was induced in the 
modified strain and, interestingly, also in its parental strain. The transcriptional 
UPR induction followed closely the transcriptional induction of the main 
cellulases (Collen et al. 2005). Hence, UPR might be a natural event in 
T. reesei�s differentiation from a purely free sugar consuming state to an active 
secreting and thus degrading state. In parallel, UPR is required for differentiation 
of highly secreting mammalian cells. Like fungi, mammals have an IRE1 and 
bZIP transcription factor based UPR activation mechanism. The homologue of 
HAC1 in mammals is XBP1. Its induction and subsequent UPR are a 
prerequisite of normal β-cell differentiation and UPR is probably relevant also 
for less studied types of secreting cells like hepatocytes and osteoblasts (for 
review (Wu and Kaufman 2006)). Combined, the transcription inductions and 
repressions of UPR appear as important regulators of eukaryotic differentiation. 
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1.4.2 Repression Under Secretion Stress 

In addition to the Ire1p, PERK (PKR-like ER protein kinase), a similar sensor 
protein, resides on mammalian ER. PERK is activated by unfolded proteins in 
the ER. Once activated PERK phosphorylates the eIF2α (α subunit of the 
translation initiation factor 2). Phosphorylation of eIF2α leads to attenuation of 
general translation initiation and subsequently diminishes protein load in the ER 
(Harding et al. 2000a & 2000b). 

Ascomycota do not appear to have a gene encoding PERK homologue in their 
genomes, but a different mechanism exists to relieve protein load inside ER. 
Under secretion stress conditions, T. reesei and A. niger exhibit a transcriptional 
down regulation of genes encoding secreted proteins (REpression under 
Secretion Stress, RESS). RESS commonly appears together with UPR, but not 
necessarily in similar scale. Even transcriptionally a very mild UPR response 
might coincide with a transcriptionally strong RESS. The mechanism of RESS is 
unknown, but it has been shown that shortening of the promoter of cbh1 
(cellobiohydrolase 1), a major secreted cellulase, abolishes its RESS regulation 
in T. reesei (Pakula et al. 2003; Al-Sheikh et al. 2004). Thus the regulation is 
likely to occur at the level of transcription. A similar transcriptional down 
regulation of secreted proteins has been described in A. thaliana (Martinez and 
Chrispeels 2003). RESS has not been described in S. cerevisiae, but a recent 
microarray study suggested that a constitutively active Hac1p might down 
regulate proteins passing ER, such as transporters and proteins of periplasmic 
space and cell wall (Kimata et al. 2006). However, previous microarray work 
has also shown induction of some genes encoding proteins passing ER in UPR 
causing conditions (Travers et al. 2000). 

1.4.3 Oxidative stress 

Unfolded proteins appear to cause oxidative stress through a complicated and 
incompletely described process. Treatment of mouse cells by tunicamycin 
causes, beside UPR induction, oxidative stress (Harding et al. 2003). Along the 
same line, production of a mutated misfolding protein in S. cerevisiae ERAD 
deficient cells, kills cells by Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS). Both of these 
stresses can be alleviated by the addition of glutathione (GSH). The ROS 
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production requires the induction of UPR and specifically the induction of ERO1 
(ER oxidation 1 protein) (Haynes et al. 2004). 

During disulphide bridge formation electrons are passed to oxygen by Ero1p 
producing approximately one hydrogen peroxide per 20 disulphides formed (Tu 
and Weissman 2002). In addition failure of any of the several electron transfer 
reactions required in disulphide bridge formation could cause additional 
oxidative damage. GSH can protect cells from oxidative damage, but large 
amounts of folding protein can deplete GSH storages (Figure 3). However, the 
exact role of glutathione in disulphide bridge formation and its transport between 
cytosol and ER remains unclear. The up regulation of ERO1, PDI1 and other 
folding factors by UPR increases ER�s folding capacity, but simultaneously 
seems to cause further oxidative stress (for review see (Tu and Weissman 2004; 
Chakravarthi et al. 2006)). 

Both S. cerevisiae and mammals share a similar response to amino acid 
deprivation. Uncharged tRNAs activate the GCN2 kinase that phosphorylates 
eIF2α, which leads to attenuation of general translation initiation. Paradoxically, 
translation of some proteins, such as the mammalian transcription factor ATF4 
and its S. cerevisiae homologue GCN4, is induced (for review (Hinnebusch and 
Natarajan 2002)). In mammalian secretion stress the activation of PERK by 
unfolded proteins leads to translation attenuation and ATF4 activation. However, 
the ATF4 mediated responses to secretion stress and amino acid deprivation 
appear to be distinct (Harding et al. 2000b; Harding et al. 2003; Averous et al. 
2004). In secretion stress ATF4 transcriptionally up-regulates genes in amino 
acid biosynthesis related functions apparently to relieve oxidative stress by 
producing more glutathione (Harding et al., 2003). 

Consistent with the fact that no PERK homologue has been found in 
Ascomycota neither tunicamycin nor DTT treatment appear to lead to translation 
attenuation in S. cerevisiae (Cherkasova and Hinnebusch 2003; Deloche et al. 
2004; Rand and Grant 2006), nor does tunicamycin cause phosphorylation of 
eIF2α. However, the translation of GCN4 is still induced (Patil et al. 2004). 
Whether this leads to increase in glutathione biosynthesis is not known. 
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Figure 3. Major electron transfer reactions leading to oxidative stress and the 
role of glutathione inside ER. After translocation, formation of disulphide bonds 
(S-S) is catalysed primarily by Pdi1p. Correctly folded proteins are transported 
further in the secretion pathway, while incorrect S-S bonds are broken and 
proteins refolded or destined for degradation by ERAD. The S-S breakage 
mechanism probably involves oxidized glutathione (GS-SG) and possibly protein 
disulphide isomerases. The biosynthesis pathway leading to glutathione is well 
known, but the transport of GSSG and GSH between cytosol and ER, as well as 
the roles of ER glutathione reductases, are unclear. Adapted from (Tu and 
Weissman 2004; Chakravarthi et al. 2006). 
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1.5 Aims of the study 

The cellular mechanisms involved in protein production have been studied in a 
number of Pezizomycotina fungi for a long time, with the aim of improving 
these as industrial production organisms. Both random mutagenesis and 
manipulation of individual genes implicated in functional studies in these fungi, 
as well as the yeast S. cerevisiae, have been successfully applied in strain 
engineering. The aim of this study was to develop and apply genome wide 
strategies to screen for novel characteristics of Pezizomycotina, whose manipulation 
could advance their performance in industry. 

More specifically the aims of this study were: 

− to test and improve previously developed transcriptome profiling methods 
for organisms with non-sequenced genomes in the analysis of T. reesei 

− to analyse the response of T. reesei to secretion stress by transcriptional 
analysis 

− with the availability of the genome of T. reesei and many other fungi, to 
use comparative genomics to improve our understanding of fungal genome 
structure and content 
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2. Materials and methods  

Method Used in 

A. nidulans shake flask cultivation V 

cDNA subtraction library construction V 

cDNA-AFLP V 

cDNA-AFLP pool selection IV 

cDNA-AFLP primer selection IV 

Determination of intracellular amino acid concentrations by HPLC V 

DTT treatment of A. nidulans V 

DTT treatment of T. reesei V 

EST sequence analysis V 

EST sequencing V 

Northern hybridisation V 

Principal component analysis of InterPro annotations I 

Protein cluster annotation I 

Protein cluster enrichment analysis I 

Protein cluster species distribution clustering I 

Protein sequence and annotation data retrieval I 

Protein sequence clustering I 

Protein sequence InterPro analysis I 

Protein sequence Protfun analysis I 

qRT-PCR II 

S. cerevisiae batch bioreactor cultivation II 

S. cerevisiae mRNA extraction II 

S. cerevisiae transcriptome profiling data comparison V 
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T. reesei and A. nidulans mRNA extraction V 

T. reesei batch bioreactor cultivation V 

T. reesei shake flask cultivation V 

T. reesei chemostat cultivation V 

TRAC PCR primer and probe design II, III 

TRAC PCR probe production II 

TRAC primer purification II 

TRAC probe set division to pools III 

TRAC with PCR probes and PCR sample amplification II 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Comparative analysis of fungal genomes 

Individual fungal genomes have been studied in detail and extensive 
comparative genomics of subphylum Saccharomycotina has been done (for 
review (Dujon 2006)). However, no comprehensive comparative genomic work 
of a wider phylogenetic group of fungi has been published. As the analysis and 
methodology used in studies with individual fungal genomes vary, it is hard to 
estimate the relevance of the obtained results in comparison to other fungi. In 
general the content of Saccharomycotina genomes is better known, while 
Pezizomycotina have twice as many ORFs (Table 1) and are less studied. In 
order to study the extent of previous findings and discover novel features we 
compared computationally Saccharomycotina and Pezizomycotina genomes 
with a dataset of 33 genomes. Of these 14 belong to Pezizomycotina and 13 to 
Saccharomycotina, in addition one Archeascomycota, four Basidiomycota and 
one Zygomycota were included as controls (I: Table 1). 

To compare the genomes we used two complementary, but fundamentally 
different approaches, TRIBE-MCL protein clustering (Enright et al. 2002) and 
InterProScan analysis (Quevillon et al. 2005). Based on similarity scoring by an 
all-against-all comparison with the Blast program (Altschul et al. 1990) TRIBE-
MCL divides genomes into protein clusters. InterPro is a database that merges 
several protein domain, family, superfamily, active-site etc. databases into one 
protein feature classification (Mulder et al. 2005). InterProScan detects these 
features, i.e. InterPro entries, from protein sequence. While TRIBE-MCL is 
comprehensive and uniform as it tries to divide all proteins into similar clusters, 
InterProScan is not. It detects only known features of widely different types, but 
it conveniently summarises current knowledge of protein features. 

3.1.1 Overview of clustering results 

To find out how well our analysis covers the genomes studied, we counted the 
percent of ORFs in orphan clusters and percent of ORFs without any InterPro 
entries for the species analysed with InterProScan (Figure 4). In bacterial 
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genomes the percent of ORFs with no homology in sequence databases varies 
from 1 to 50 percents and correlates with general sequence similarity of a 
genome to other sequenced genomes (Fukuchi and Nishikawa 2004). Very few 
Hymenomycetes species have been sequenced and accordingly 
P. chrysosporium and Coprinus cinereus have both high values in both counts. 
Closely related Eurotiomycetes species e.g. Aspergilli (Figure 1) have particularly 
low percents of unrecognised ORFs. Among Saccharomycotina, Y. lipolytica has 
the highest count of ORFs in orphan clusters. It also differs from other 
Saccharomycotina by a particularly large genome (Table 1) and it has diverged 
early from other Saccharomycotina (Figure 1). These characteristics show that it 
is particular among sequenced Saccharomycotina. 

Interestingly, Sordariomycetes (T. reesei, F. graminerum, C. globosum, M. grisea 
and N. crassa) is divided to those with low unrecognised ORF values (T. reesei 
and F. graminerum) and those with higher values (C. globosum, M. grisea and 
N. crassa). T. reesei and F. graminerum have similar values than Eurotiomycetes. 
As N. crassa�s high values could be explained by RIP, this could apply also for 
its close relatives. 

It has been proposed that 10�30 percents of predicted ORFs in microbial 
genomes might not be actual genes (Skovgaard et al. 2001). Although genome 
annotation has improved since, our analysis is likely to cover the studied 
Ascomycota genomes very well as orphans are more likely to be false positives 
than conserved ORFs. 

The level of paralogy, i.e. how many ORFs of a genome have arisen through 
duplication, reflects major forces that have shaped a genome. Currently, there 
are no techniques to count the true level of paralogy. Instead, we counted 
genomic ORF redundancy. It was defined as the percent of ORFs in a genome 
found in clusters with more than one ORF from the same genome (Dujon et al. 
2004) (Figure 5). 
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Figure 4. Unrecognised by InterPro or clustering. Percent of ORFs in orphan 
clusters (y-axis) versus the percent of ORFs unrecognised by InterPro (x-axis) 
for species which where analysed with InterProScan. Species are coloured by 
subphyla. Species name abbreviations: Spom, Schizosaccharomyces pombe; 
Afum, Aspergillus fumigatus; Anid, Aspergillus nidulans; Anig, Aspergillus 
niger; Aory, Aspergillus oryzae; Bcin, Botrytis cinerea; Cglo, Chaetomium 
globosum; Cimm, Coccidioides immitis; Fgra, Fusarium graminearum; Mgri, 
Magnaporthe grisea; Nhae, Nectria haematococca; Ncra, Neurospora crassa; 
Sscl, Sclerotinia sclerotiorum; Snod, Stagonospora nodorum; Tree, Trichoderma 
reesei; Agos, Ashbya gossypii; Calb, Candida albicans; Cgla, Candida glabrata; 
Cgui, Candida guilliermondii; Clus, Candida lusitaniae; Dhan, Debaryomyces 
hansenii; Klac, Kluyveromyces lactis; Ppas, Pichia pastoris; Psti, Pichia stipitis; 
Scas, Saccharomyces castellii; Scer, Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Sklu, Saccharomyces 
kluyveri; Ylip, Yarrowia lipolytica; Ccin, Coprinus cinereus; Cneo, Cryptococcus 
neoformans; Pchr, Phanerochaete chrysosporium; Umay, Ustilago maydis; Rory, 
Rhizopus oryzae. 
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Saccharomycotina species S. cerevisiae and Saccharomyces castellii have 
particularly high values of genomic ORF redundancy. They have undergone a 
recent genome duplication (Dujon et al. 2004). Candida glabrata belongs to the 
same duplication lineage, but has a more average value. N. crassa, due to its 
extreme RIP mechanism, has the lowest genomic ORF redundancy in relation to 
its genome size (Galagan et al. 2003). N. crassa has also the lowest counts of 
glycoside hydrolases and secondary metabolism related ORFs among 
Pezizomycotina, while Eurotiomycetes in general have more glycoside 
hydrolases than Sordariomycetes (Galagan et al. 2003; Dean et al. 2005; 
Galagan et al. 2005; Machida et al. 2005; Nierman et al. 2005; Pel et al. 2007). 
Aspergillus species and M. grisea have been proposed to have a milder RIP like 
mechanism (Ikeda et al. 2002; Montiel et al. 2006). Our analysis does not 
exclude this possibility. Whether the lower count of glycoside hydrolases in 
Sordariomycetes are due to a more active RIP, or is a specific adaptation to 
environment, remains to be seen. N. crassa and S. cerevisiae are probably the 
most commonly used fungal model organisms and thus it is notable that with 
regard to genomic ORF redundancy they have the most exceptional genomes. 
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Figure 5. Genomic ORF redundancy. Percent of ORFs in clusters containing 
multiple ORFs from the species in question i.e. genomic ORF redundancy 
(y-axis) versus the size of the genome in ORFs (x-axis) for each species. See 
Figure 4 for further details. 

3.1.2 Characterisation of clusters 

In order to divide the clusters obtained to phylogenetically interesting groups, 
clusters containing at least 10 proteins were ordered by hierarchical clustering 
based on how many proteins of each species were included in each cluster 
(Figure 5). Subsequently four regions with interesting species distributions were 
selected for detailed analysis, A: �Pezizomycotina abundant� (I, Figure 6), 
B: �Pezizomycotina specific� (I: Figure 7), C: �Saccharomycotina absent� 
(I: Figure 8) and D: �Saccharomycotina unique� (I: Figure 9). Clusters of each 
region were analysed for enrichment of Funcat categories (I: Table 2 for A: 
�Pezizomycotina abundant� and I: Table 3 for others), InterPro entries (I: Table 4) 
and Protfun categories (I: Table 5) to characterise the content of regions. Funcat 
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is a protein function classification system based on extensive manual annotation 
(Ruepp et al. 2004). Protfun predicts protein function based on sequence, but 
does not use any sequence homology information (Jensen et al. 2003). In 
addition, we checked which clusters contained an S. cerevisiae ORF found in the 
metabolic model iMH805 (Herrgard et al. 2007). The model comprehensively 
describes the known primary metabolism of S. cerevisiae. 

The 198 clusters in the region A: �Pezizomycotina abundant� have usually more 
ORFs in Pezizomycotina than in any other subphyla and none in Saccharomycotina 
(Figure 5, I: Figure 6). 20 percents of clusters were predicted to encode secreted 
proteins, while for 36 percents secretion status could not be assigned because of 
heterogeneous predictions. Because the software behind the predictions, TargetP 
(Emanuelsson et al. 2000), was trained with only a few known fungal secreted 
proteins, it might miss many of them. The clusters in the region are relatively 
well characterised as 63 percents have a Funcat assignment. The results of all 
three annotation analyses of these clusters agree well (I: Tables 2, 4 and 5). The 
region contains enzymes involved either in secondary metabolism or the secreted 
plant biomass degradation machinery. Funcat analysis found far more clusters 
involved in plant biomass degradation than InterPro analysis. However, InterPro 
describes glycoside hydrolases and glycosidetransferases rather poorly compared 
to for example the specialised Carbohydrate-active enzymes (CAZY) database 
(Coutinho and Henrissat 1999). 

As the clusters of the region A: �Pezizomycotina abundant� typically have 
several ORFs in each Pezizomycotina species in contrast to B: �Pezizomycotina 
specific�, it seems that these clusters represent the families that have recently 
expanded. Many of the enzymes in clusters of A: �Pezizomycotina abundant�, 
such as cytochrome P450s, glycoside hydrolases and tyrosinases, are at the edge 
of metabolic networks with roles in synthesising final secreted products or 
degrading external sources of carbon. As discussed above, N. crassa has the 
lowest counts of plant biomass degradation and secondary metabolism related 
ORFs among Pezizomycotina. N. crassa has also on average the lowest counts 
of ORFs in A: �Pezizomycotina abundant� region among Pezizomycotina. It 
appears that the development of N. crassa RIP preceded the expansion of these 
enzymes at the edges of the metabolic network. 
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Figure 6. Protein clustering overview � A heatmap of clusters with at least ten 
member ORFs. In the main heatmap colour intensity of a cell shows the number 
of ORFs shown by clusters (rows) and by species (columns). Both rows and 
columns are ordered by hierarchical clustering to group similar rows or 
columns together. The dendrogram from hierarchical clustering is shown for 
columns and the phylum of species is indicated by a column colour bar between the 
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heatmap and the dendrogram. 
Under the heatmap each species 
is specified by an abbreviation 
explained in Figure 4. On the 
left side heatmap the percent of 
ORFs in a cluster that have an 
InterPro entry of all cluster�s 
ORFs analysed with InterProScan 
(�wIPR�) is shown. On the 
right side heatmap, whether or 
not the cluster has a Funcat 
classification (�Funcat�) or has 
an ORF found in S. cerevisiae 
metabolic model iMH805 is 
shown (�iMH805�). 

The 1130 clusters in the region B: �Pezizomycotina specific� have usually just 
one ORF in each Pezizomycotina species and none in the other subphyla (I: 
Figure 7). In comparison to A: �Pezizomycotina abundant� clusters, far fewer 
member ORFs have any InterPro entries (Figure 6, column �wIPR�), only 20 
percents have Funcat assignments and very few InterPro or Funcat annotations 
show enrichment (I: Tables 3 and 5). Most proteins in these clusters were 
predicted not to have transmembrane regions and 16 percents of them were 
predicted not to be enzymes. 11 percents of the clusters were predicted to have a 
secretion pathway signal sequence. Cellular role predictions �Cell envelope�, 
�Regulatory functions�, �Central intermediary metabolism� �Purines and 
pyrimidines� show significant enrichment. The enrichment of �Regulatory 
functions� and InterPro entries �IPR001138: Fungal transcriptional regulatory 
protein, N-terminal� and �IPR007219: Fungal specific transcription factor� 
coincide well. These two InterPro entries commonly occur in the same protein 
(see chapter 3.1.3). 

The 1010 clusters in the region C: �Saccharomycotina absent� have usually just 
one ORF in each Pezizomycotina species and none in Saccharomycotina 
(I: Figure 8). According to Protfun predictions these are mostly enzymes and 43 
percents have a Funcat assignment. Still both cluster InterPro entry and Funcat 
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category enrichment provide little detail, except for proteins involved in fatty 
acid β-oxidation in mitochondria. The capability for fatty acid β-oxidation in 
mitochondria has been shown experimentally for A. nidulans (Maggio-Hall and 
Keller 2004) and proposed by genome analysis for several other Pezizomycotina 
species (Maggio-Hall and Keller 2004; Galagan et al. 2005). However, 
Saccharomycotina can apparently only carry out fatty acid β-oxidation in 
peroxisomes (Kunau et al. 1988; Hiltunen et al. 1992; Kurihara et al. 1992; 
Smith et al. 2000). An analysis of the metabolic network around β-oxidation 
proposes a reason for other fungi than Saccharomycotina to have this 
functionality. It could provide precursors from the fatty acid and amino acid 
metabolism to the polyketide synthesis necessary for secondary metabolism 
(I: Figure 10). 

The regions B: �Pezizomycotina specific� and C: �Saccharomycotina absent� 
contain protein families of lower internal sequence similarity that subsequently 
divide into small equally sized clusters in contrast to A: �Pezizomycotina 
abundant�. They could contain proteins more connected in cellular metabolism 
and regulatory networks than clusters in the region A: �Pezizomycotina abundant� 
and thus be under more pressure not to expand to keep the topology of the 
networks conserved. This would allow the sequences to diverge during evolution 
without simultaneous expansion of the families and result into small clusters 
broadly conserved in Pezizomycotina. 

Based on the distribution of the clusters with ORFs from a S. cerevisiae 
metabolic model, it is clear that over 90 percents of these ORFs are well 
conserved in all fungal species. These form the conserved core of a fungal 
metabolic network. B: �Pezizomycotina specific� and C: �Saccharomycotina 
absent� could then represent a mid layer around this core. Examples of these are 
the ORFs shown in I: Figure 10, that link primary metabolism to secondary 
metabolism and biomass degradation machinery. Biomass degradation machinery 
and secondary metabolism could then form the edges of the network. Being on 
the outer edge of the metabolic network, evolutionary pressure to maintain 
network topology would minimally limit their evolution and vice versa they 
could also be directly subjected to various evolutionary pressures created by 
changing environments and thus evolve fast. 
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Localisation of ORFs to subtelomeric regions could provide the necessary 
mechanism for fast ORF content evolution (Naumov et al. 1996; Freitas-Junior 
et al. 2000; Rehmeyer et al. 2006). Subtelomeric regions have been shown to 
contain secondary metabolism related genes, glycoside hydrolases and predicted 
secreted uncharacterised ORFs in Magnaporthe oryzae (Rehmeyer et al. 2006). 

The 466 clusters in the region D: �Saccharomycotina unique� have usually just 
one ORF in each Saccharomycotina species and none in the other subphyla 
(Figure 9). Various Protfun cellular role predictions are enriched in these 
clusters, among them translation, transcription and mitochondrion related and 
these are also found also in Funcat enrichment analysis. Strikingly, clusters from 
Funcat category �42.16: Biogenesis of cellular components: Mitochondrion� 
correspond to at least 28 different components of mitochondrial ribosomal 
protein complexes. This implies that these complexes have diverged significantly 
between Pezizomycotina and Saccharomycotina as the corresponding ORFs are, 
however, found in Pezizomycotina. Given the differences in glucose metabolism 
between Ascomycota discussed in 1.2.1 and the Saccharomycotina strategy of 
fast growth and glucose consumption, it is not surprising that the mitochondria 
of Pezizomycotina and Saccharomycotina would be fundamentally different. 

3.1.3 Principal Component Analysis results and their 
comparison to clustering 

TRIBE-MCL clustering produced 77.278 clusters with only a single member 
however, 11.727 of these had InterPro entries. In addition the analysis of the 
clusters presented above dealt only with clusters of at least ten member ORFs. 
We used PCA (Principal Component Analysis) to find differences between 
counts of ORFs with InterPro entries independently of clustering to try to cover 
parts of the genomes omitted by cluster analysis. This analysis was only done for 
a representative subset of genomes (I: Table 1). 

PCA finds principal components (PC), i.e. major sources of variation between 
the species and positions of the original samples and the loadings i.e. 
contributions of individual InterPro entries on the PCs. We found that the two 
most important PCs separated Pezizomycotina and Saccharomycotina and 
Basidiomycota and Ascomycota (I: Figure 11). Therefore, the InterPro entries 
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with highest loadings on these PCs have the largest differences between the 
respective subphyla. Less than a hundred InterPro entries were found to have a 
major contribution (I: Figure 12a) and these hundred entries were selected for 
further study (TOP100, I: Figure 13). 

TRIBE-MCL clustering and PCA analysis of InterPro counts complemented 
each other well. The TOP100 InterPro entries contain interesting details not 
detected by clustering. We classified the entries into rough functional categories 
and found that the five most common, with their counts, were: �Macromolecule 
interaction, 19�, �Secondary metabolism, 18�, �Dubious, 9�, �Protein modification, 
8� and �Transporter, 7�. InterPro entries assigned to �Dubious� are those that 
InterPro itself considers unreliable. Higher amounts of entries related to secondary 
metabolism and transporters in Pezizomycotina and higher amounts of 
macromolecule interaction related entries in Saccharomycotina contribute most 
to the differences between the subphyla. These transporter entries belong to the 
Major Facilitator Superfamily (MFS). They are transporters found for example 
in fungal secondary metabolite clusters for gliotoxin (Gardiner et al. 2005) or 
trichothecene (Alexander et al. 1999) synthesis.  Small amounts of transposon 
related entries in Ascomycota, in contrast to Basidiomycota, seem as the 
subphyla�s most important difference. This result coincides with the particular 
nature of fungal genome evolution discussed in chapter 1.2.2. 

Enrichment of �IPR001138: Fungal transcriptional regulatory protein, N-terminal� 
was detected by both clustering and PCA. IPR001138 is a DNA binding 
N-terminal zinc binuclear cluster (Zn2Cys6) domain found in many fungal 
transcription factors such as S. cerevisiae GAL4 (Hashimoto et al. 1983), 
A. niger xlnR (van Peij et al. 1998) and Aspergillus flavus aflR (Woloshuk et al. 
1994). On the average a Pezizomycotina has three times more ORFs with 
IPR001138 than a Saccharomycotina. The full importance of this expansion was 
only revealed by PCA, because there are 614 clusters with less than 10 members 
that have an IPR001138. As InterPro domain analysis uses searches optimised 
for individual protein families or domains, it can separate well very similar 
protein families such as MFS transporters and detect well very diverged protein 
families such as IPR001138, as long as the family has been previously well 
characterised. 
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The major difference between clustering and PCA results is that in clustering 
IPR001138 is found in B: �Pezizomycotina specific� and secondary metabolism 
related clusters fall into A: �Pezizomycotina abundant�, while PCA makes no 
such distinction. As secondary metabolism seems to be the major function 
connecting InterPro entries more abundant in Pezizomycotina, it could be 
expected that IPR001138 family has expanded to control secondary metabolism 
and that MFS transporters would have expanded to transport the produced 
metabolites. However, likely targets are also the many plant biomass 
degradation related clusters found in A: �Pezizomycotina abundant�, for 
example IPR001138 transcription factor A. niger xlnR (van Peij et al. 1998) is 
known to regulate cellulolytic genes while and A. flavus aflR (Woloshuk et al. 
1994) regulates a secondary metabolism pathway. Furthermore, Pezizomycotina 
specific features like ascocarp formation or other yet incompletely described 
processes could involve these transcription factors. 

3.1.4 Browser interface and further use of comparative 
genomics data 

In this work we have concentrated on the analysis of the major trends in our 
dataset. The data could also be used in more detailed studies of protein families 
of special interest. In addition, automatic classifications of ORFs are not perfect 
and detailed sequence analysis is needed to understand the evolution of 
individual families. We have constructed a browser interface to our dataset that 
enables researches to profit of the complementarity of clustering and InterPro 
analysis and retrieve sequences easily (I: Figure 14). It was constructed using 
open source genome browser GBrowse (Stein et al. 2002) and can be expanded 
to explore other aspects of fungal genomics data such as transcriptome or other 
system wide measurements. It could also serve as a basis for analysis of novel 
sequence data from metagenomics or other targeted sequencing projects. 

In order to classify protein clusters functionally, we have analysed the 
uniformity of InterProScan, ProtFun and Funcat annotation data in our clusters. 
Although sequence homology does not automatically imply functional 
similarity, it is practically the only existing basis of annotation for novel 
genomes. As automatic functional annotations are not perfect, it is likely that 
uniform annotation data of a multispecies cluster provides a more reliable source 
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of annotation than the analysis of a single ORF separately. Therefore, the cluster 
annotations produced could be effectively applied to system wide measurement 
data analysis such as transcriptome profiling data of any genome studied here. 

3.2 Development of transcript profiling methods 

3.2.1 Method for PCR fragment probe TRAC 

TRAC (TRanscript analysis with the aid of Affinity Capture) is a novel 
multiplexed method for focused transcript analysis developed at VTT. It has 
several variations. Oligo TRAC uses short oligonucleotides as probes and it has 
been successfully applied to the study of T. reesei bioreactor cultivations (Rautio 
et al. 2006a; Rautio et al. 2006b) and the brewing process (Rautio et al. 2007). 
TRAC has also been adapted to quantification of species in mixed bacterial 
populations (Satokari et al. 2005; Maukonen et al. 2006). Here we describe a 
method where PCR fragments instead of oligonucleotides are used as probes 
(Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. The TRAC technique. A: Production of probes by PCR. Specific probe 
sequences are amplified from genomic DNA by using specific primers with 
additional universal linker parts. In the following second PCR reaction probes 
are labelled by using a labelled universal primer pair for all probes. B: The 
principle of the TRAC technique. A number of different specific probes (different 
lengths) and biotinylated oligo-dT capture probes are hybridized with the mRNA 
molecules. The formed hybrids are collected, washed and eluted and optionally 
amplified by PCR and finally analyzed by capillary electrophoresis. The distinct 
sizes of the probes identify the corresponding mRNAs in the sample and the 
signal intensity gives a quantative measure of their amounts. 

We selected 18 genes from S. cerevisiae as targets for method development 
based on an experiment that compares xylose and glucose as a carbon source 
(Salusjärvi et al., personal communication). Probes and primers to produce them 
were designed as described in III. In addition to specific parts, universal 5� PCR 
primer sequences were added to the probe production primers. This enables 
probe labelling by using labelled primers and optionally a PCR amplification of 
the probes after wash and elution steps to increase sensitivity. Currently the PCR 
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reaction used to produce probes from genomic DNA produces low molecular 
weight amplification products that need to be removed. This seriously limits the 
extension of the protocol to quantification of thousands of mRNAs. 

Initially the quantitative nature of the assay was confirmed by a dilution series of 
sample mRNA (II: Figure 3a). The amount of input sample mRNA and the 
signal i.e. fluorescence intensity of the probe peaks, have a linear correlation of 
r2 ≥ 0.96 and approximately hundred fold linear range could be achieved. All 
probes could not be measured from smaller mRNA samples. Sensitivity can be 
improved by PCR amplification of probes. The maintenance of signal ratios 
between probes for different mRNAs was studied in order to confirm that 
differences in PCR amplification efficiency do not hamper simultaneous 
quantification of several probes (II: Figure 4). Similar results have been obtained 
for probe pools of a few dozen probes in cDNA-AFLP (Vos et al. 1995). With 
16 cycles of PCR, 17 out of the 18 probes could be detected from 2.5 ng of 
mRNA. Identical RNA samples were analysed also with qRT-PCR and 
agreement with TRAC was shown (II: Table 2). Previously, good agreement of 
Northern hybridisation and oligo TRAC was demonstrated (Rautio et al. 2006a). 

The major advantage in the protocol of TRAC to other transcript profiling 
methods is the lack of cDNA synthesis. cDNA synthesis is a complex and time 
consuming procedure that undoubtedly adds noise to any transcript 
measurement. In comparison to microarray methods where the probe is bound to 
solid surface, the hybridisation in TRAC is performed in solution. Solution 
hybridisation has been shown to have better reaction kinetics than solid phase 
hybridisations (Syvanen et al. 1986; Thompson and Gillespie 1987; Jungell-
Nortamo et al. 1988). Solution hybridisation also facilitates automation. The 
whole protocol can be implemented with equipment compatible with standard 
96-well plates. Additionally, oligo TRAC has been demonstrated to work with 
no RNA extraction step directly from cell lysate (Rautio et al. 2006a). PCR 
fragment TRAC offers other advantages. Optional PCR amplification adds 
sensitivity, without compromising quantification. In comparison to oligo TRAC 
a wider range of probe lengths can be used. This allows larger pool sizes. The 
maximum length of commercially available oligos limits the probe pool size in 
practise to about 15 probes (Jari Rautio, personal communication). In PCR 
fragment TRAC with current equipment at least 75 probes of different lengths 
can be fitted into one pool. 
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3.2.2 Computational optimisation of probe selection 
and pooling for TRAC 

An efficient computational method to find and pool good probes for TRAC is a 
prerequisite for its efficient use. A good probe should be sensitive and specific 
and neither property can be explicitly predicted from sequence. However, by 
combining existing software, defining cut-offs based on experimental work and 
developing an algorithm for pooling, a satisfying solution can be found. 

For PCR fragment TRAC the probe selection should fill the following criteria: 
probes must be unique enough to bind only one transcript, probes should be 
flanked by suitable primer sites, probe sizes must be suitable for detection with 
for example a standard capillary electrophoresis device (i.e. DNA sequencer) 
and probes should be divided to a minimal set of unique pools. The more pools are 
needed in the analysis of samples, the more laboratory work needs to be done. 

In order to find specific probes the genome sequence of the organism studied 
must be available and coding sequences predicted. Studies on probe 
hybridisation between two nucleotide fragments suggest that if their overall 
sequence indentity is below 80 percents and there are no exact complementary 
subsequences of more than 15 bases their hybridisation is small (for review see 
(Kivioja 2004)). To find candidate probes for each ORF, all exact repeats of over 
15 bases were filtered out with the program REPuter (Kurtz et al. 2000; Kurtz et 
al. 2001) from the combined ORFs. For each unfiltered area of an ORF the 
Primer3 program (Rozen and Skaletsky 2000) is run to find candidate probes 
that consist of the primer pair and the intervening fragment. For computational 
efficiency the number of candidates is limited to a suitable level, in the example 
below 20 candidates were selected. For each primer pair of a candidate probe it 
is subsequently checked that no alternative binding sites less than 5000 bp apart 
exist. An alternative site is defined as a site with more than 80 percents identity 
with the primer. They are searched with Myers� bit-parallel algorithm (Myers 
1999). Finally, for each remaining candidate probe Myers� bit-parallel algorithm 
was used to check that no alternative target sequence with more than 80 percents 
identity exists. To pool the candidate probes, a polynomial time approximation 
algorithm was developed (III). The algorithm divides the probes to at most twice 
as many pools as compared to the optimal case. 
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To test the method we attempted to search probes for all predicted ORFs of 
S. cerevisiae. Probes for 87 percents of the 6132 ORFs could be found. Filtering 
of non-unique sequences lost 4 percents of all ORFs and 3 percents were lost in 
the primer selection phase. The final similarity checking phases lost 5 percents. 
Further analysis showed that theoretically often more than 80 probes could be 
fitted to a pool. Hence, 65 pools were found to be sufficient for the analysis of 
the 5334 ORFs (Kivioja 2004). 

Recently, the software Tracfinder, the development of which was initiated in III, 
has been improved by two new features. These are the checking for GC percent 
and melting temperatures to find probes of uniform hybridisation properties and 
the RNA secondary structure predictions to discard probes likely to be affected 
by them. Also, probes for oligo TRAC can be searched and pooled by Tracfinder 
(Kivioja 2004). The software has been used for oligo TRAC probe design and 
pooling for studies of Fusarium graminearum (Jari Rautio, unpublished results), 
Hordeum vulgare (Annika Wilhelmson, unpublished results), Pichia pastoris 
((Gasser et al. 2007)), Saccharomyces pastorianus (Jari Rautio, submitted), 
S. cerevisiae (Marilyn Wiebe, submitted) and Trichoderma reesei (Rautio et al. 
2006a; Rautio et al. 2006b). Also, PCR fragment probes have been designed for 
Homo sapiens (Jari Rautio, unpublished results). 

Given the advantages of TRAC, also oligo TRAC could be considered for 
genome wide transcriptional profiling. In oligo TRAC, no primer selection step 
is required. Consequently, based on the previous S. cerevisiae example, probes 
for at least 90 percents of the ORFs can be found. With 15 probes per pool, 
almost 400 pools would be needed. However, with the use of several fluorescent 
dyes, longer oligonucleotide probes and improvement of the performance of the 
detection device, the number of pools could be reduced drastically. 

3.2.3 Computational optimisation of cDNA-AFLP experiments 

cDNA-AFLP is one of the most attractive methods for transcriptome analysis of 
non-sequenced organisms (Figure 2). It is also a complex and tedious method 
and it is essential to try to decrease its workload. Successful adaptation of 
cDNA-AFLP for novel organisms depends on proper experimental design i.e. 
the selection of restriction enzymes and selective nucleotides. The coverage of 
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cDNA-AFLP can be defined as the percent of organism�s ORFs that can be 
analysed i.e. covered with the selected design. In this study (IV) it was shown 
how cDNA-AFLP performance can be improved if some sequence data is 
available and that even sequence data from a fairly distantly related organism 
can be used to make cDNA-AFLP more efficient. 

Previously, cDNA-AFLP has been simulated in a setting with one restriction 
enzyme pair and a set of input sequences (Qin et al. 2001; Rombauts et al. 2003; 
Bikandi et al. 2004). The coverage of an enzyme pair has been estimated by 
counting the number of fragments produced by the pair that lie in the length 
range of electrophoresis. The coverage of several enzyme pairs has been the union 
of individual pairs. The number of selective nucleotides has not been analysed, 
and subsequently the overlap of fragments of similar size has not been dealt with. 

The selection of enzyme pairs and the number of selective nucleotides were 
treated in this study as one optimisation problem. Electrophoresis size separation 
was also taken into account and only fragments that are sufficiently separated 
from other fragments were consider as informative i.e. as covered ORFs. This 
allowed us to consider all combinations of enzyme pairs and subsets of selective 
nucleotides as possible experimental designs. We developed a heuristic algorithm 
based on an optimal algorithm for a case where only one enzyme was used (IV). 

The algorithm, called Greedy, was tested with genomes of S. cerevisiae, 
A. thaliana and H. sapiens. Its performance was compared to a Fixed design. In 
Fixed design we selected the enzyme pairs that individually had the highest 
coverage with a given number of selective nucleotides and all possible 
combinations of selective nucleotides used. This is the way cDNA-AFLP 
experiments have been designed (for example, (Breyne et al. 2003; Fukumura et 
al. 2003)). However, we took into consideration the problem of similar sized 
fragments. The Greedy algorithm tries to select from all possible combinations 
of enzyme pairs and selective nucleotides, the combination with the highest 
coverage i.e. all possible combinations of selective nucleotides are not used. 
Because in practice the introduction of a new enzyme pair requires extra 
laboratory work, the maximum number of enzyme pairs was limited to four. As 
the enzymes of a pair are used in sequence (Figure 2), we use them in both 
orders as also has been done in the previous studies (Breyne et al. 2003; 
Fukumura et al. 2003). 
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The Greedy algorithm reaches the same coverage as the Fixed design with fewer 
pools, i.e. less laboratory work. For example when comparing a fixed design of 4 
enzyme pairs and 512 pools with the greedy design, it reaches the same coverage 
with the following reductions in the number of pools: S. cerevisiae 48 percents, 
A. thaliana 27 percents and H. sapiens 36 percents (IV: Table 2). As cDNA-
AFLP is a method primarily for non-sequenced genomes we compared the 
coverage of a greedy design to its coverage in another species. For example the 
coverages of A. nidulans with designs from different organisms are: A. nidulans 
83 percents, N. crassa 81 percents, S. cerevisiae 76 percents and H. sapiens 74 
percents. Eurotiomycetes and Sordariomycetes have been estimated to have 
diverged some 700 millions of years ago (Hedges 2002). Even inside 
Eurotiomycetes amino acid identity between orthologues has been estimated to 
be slightly less than 70 percents (Galagan et al. 2005). The use of hybridisation 
based transcriptome profiling techniques, for example microarrays, to profile 
another organism would not be possible across such evolutionary distances. Still 
a Sordariomycetes genome could serve as a base for designing cDNA-AFLP for 
Eurotiomycetes. As increasing numbers of genome sequences become available, 
finding a suitable genome for designing cDNA-AFLP for new organisms, 
unlikely to be sequenced in the near future, should always be possible. 

3.2.4 Method for cDNA-subtraction library analysis 

cDNA subtraction libraries have been used in the analysis of Unfolded Protein 
Response (UPR) of filamentous fungi (Watson et al. 2000; MacKenzie et al. 
2005). We have applied it to study the effects of DTT and production of tPA 
(human tissue plasminogen activator) in T. reesei. Pre-experiments of a 
transformant strain producing tPA revealed that UPR is induced only mildly. 
Transcription of the UPR marker bip1 was induced 2-fold and pdi1 4-fold as 
compared to a non-transformed strain. The previously used protocol cannot 
detect less than 5-fold inductions of transcription according to authors (Watson 
et al. 2000). Therefore we combined two protocols in hope of achieving better 
sensitivity (Ausubel et al. 1994; Watson et al. 2000). The major difference to 
the studies of (Watson et al. 2000) was the addition of a digestion step of cDNAs 
before adaptor ligation to achieve a cDNA pool of a more uniform size distribution 
(V) as suggested by (Ausubel et al. 1994). Consequently, our cDNA subtraction 
libraries contained transcripts which were, according to Northern hybridisation, less 
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than 5-fold induced. However, previously a false positive rate of only 5 percents 
was reported (Watson et al. 2000). We found that according to Northern 
hybridisations, 12 of the 23 randomly selected library clones were at least two-fold 
induced. Therefore improved sensitivity was likely achieved by reducing specificity. 

3.3 Transcriptome profiling of protein secretion stress 

Profound understanding of secretion stress responses is essential for attempts to 
develop improved protein production organisms. As Pezizomycotina species 
secrete a wide variety of proteins in comparison to Saccharomycotina species, 
the responses to secretion stress in these fungal subphyla could have diverged. 
However, little work to systematically elucidate these differences has been done. 
Transcriptomic effects of secretion stress in S. cerevisiae have been analysed in 
several publications (Casagrande et al. 2000; Gasch et al. 2000; Hughes et al. 
2000; Travers et al. 2000; Patil et al. 2004). In order to compare the responses of 
Pezizomycotina and Saccharomycotina we first combined the previously 
published data from S. cerevisiae to create a consensus model of its response. 
We then analysed the secretion stress responses of T. reesei with cDNA 
subtraction libraries and cDNA-AFLP and compared the results to the 
S. cerevisiae response. The genome of T. reesei was not sequenced at the time 
the experimental work was carried out. However, access to a pre-publication 
version of the genome greatly improved our data analysis. 

3.3.1 Computational reanalysis of published S. cerevisiae 
transcriptome profiling data 

S. cerevisiae has served as a major model organism in studies on protein 
secretion and on factors affecting the process. In addition to transcriptome 
profiling data of responses to secretion stress there is data on responses to a large 
variety of other types of stress conditions. We searched for genes induced or 
repressed in IRE1 and HAC1 dependent or independent manner from a dataset 
combined from literature (V). The dataset includes results from S. cerevisiae 
cultures treated with DTT or tunicamycin to inhibit protein folding and transport 
(Casagrande et al. 2000; Gasch et al. 2000; Hughes et al. 2000; Travers et al. 
2000; Patil et al. 2004) and cultures of S. cerevisiae producing a secreted mouse 
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histocompatibility protein (Casagrande et al. 2000). Consequently, we used a 
larger and more varied data set in comparison to previous studies on 
transcriptomic effects of secretion stress. This enabled us to exclude effects 
specific to the inducer of stress (e.g. DTT, tunicamycin or heterologous protein), 
the specific amount of chemical or the strain used. Our computational reanalysis 
provided a robust dissection of transcriptional effects of secretion stress in 
S. cerevisiae, in order to compare it with our results of transcriptional effects of 
secretion stress in T. reesei. 

The model used in the re-analysis divides genes to eight specific groups showing 
significant differential expression under the secretion stress conditions. Of these 
five were considered relevant and analysed further. Namely, the model selected 
a group of 46 strongly responding UPR-dependent genes (�coreUPR�), that were 
mainly up-regulated under the secretion stress conditions and not as a response 
to other type of stresses, and another group of 135 UPR dependent up regulated 
genes showing less stringent response to secretion stress (V: Figure 1A and C). 
Both groups, but especially the �coreUPR� group, had a higher content of 
secretion related genes as compared to the relative amount of secretion related 
genes in the genome. This is in accordance with previous information on the 
functional categories of UPR up regulated genes (Travers et al. 2000; Patil and 
Walter 2001; Kaufman 2002) (V: Table 1). 

Previously, a group of 381 genes was selected as UPR (i.e. HAC1 and IREI) 
dependently up regulated (V: �Travers�, Figure 1B) (Travers et al. 2000). The 
�Travers� group was selected based on significant correlation to a group of UPR 
model genes. These genes react strongly also to other types of stress than UPR 
(V: �Travers�, Figure 1B, shown in yellow). The �coreUPR� shows less 
response to other types of stresses than the �Travers� group, but interestingly, 
both show a modest response in diamide treatment data (Gasch et al. 2000) 
(V: Figure 1A and B). Diamide is a strong oxidasing agent, which acts 
particularly on thiol groups, for example oxidasing GSH to GSSG. The 
transcriptional response to diamide has been described as an average of 
responses to heat shock, H2O2 and menadione and DTT (Gasch et al. 2000). Of 
the �Travers� group only 86 genes were found to be UPR dependently induced 
in our reanalysis (35 were classified into �coreUPR� group, 51 in �UPR 
Dependent Up� group). In accordance, UPR promoter elements have only been 
found from 137 of the 381 �Travers� genes (Patil et al. 2004). 
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155 genes showed UPR dependence and were down regulated (�UPR Dependent 
Down�, Fig. 1D). Some of the genes in the groups �UPR Dependent Up� and 
�UPR Dependent Down� genes showed responses also in other stress conditions, 
but these were on average much milder than the responses of UPR independent 
groups. 

The analysis revealed also a large number of genes that were up regulated (592 
genes, �UPR Independent Up�) or down regulated (603 genes, �UPR 
Independent Down�) under secretion stress conditions, but not in a UPR 
dependent manner that would require functional IRE1 and HAC1 genes. 60 
genes of the �Travers� set were assigned to �UPR Independent Up�. The genes 
in these groups were responsive also to other type of stress conditions (V: Figure 
1E and 1F). In comparison to UPR dependent groups, responses of UPR 
independent groups to other stresses were mostly to opposite directions and on 
average more pronounced. For example, the median of �UPR Dependent Down� 
rises slightly in an experiment where S. cerevisiae was grown in stationary phase 
for 5 days. (�YPD 30C 5d�, (Gasch et al. 2000)), while in �UPR Independent 
Down� it drops two fold. Consequently, the independent groups are likely to be 
regulated through general stress pathways. In UPR independently and dependently 
regulated groups, the up-regulated have a higher than genomic percent of protein 
secretion related genes while the down-regulated have a lower percent of them 
than the genomic average (V: Table 1). 

The transcriptome profiling data from studies of S. cerevisiae secretion stress 
(Casagrande et al. 2000; Gasch et al. 2000; Hughes et al. 2000; Travers et al. 
2000; Patil et al. 2004) and our computational analysis (V: Table 1) show that 
only a few genes of secreted proteins are down regulated under secretion stress 
in S. cerevisiae. As the transcriptomic responses of A. nidulans (Sims et al. 
2005) and in A. thaliana (Martinez and Chrispeels 2003) appear to affect larger 
amounts of genes encoding secreted proteins, it is very likely that S. cerevisiae 
does not have the RESS response. 

3.3.2 Analysis of the T. reesei�s secretion stress EST collection 

In order to identify genes differentially expressed in response to secretion stress 
in the T. reesei strain Rut-C30, a transformant expressing tPA was grown in 
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chemostat and Rut-C30 was treated with DTT in a batch bioreactor culture. 
Samples of the tPA producing transformant, DTT treatment and their respective 
untransformed and untreated references were analysed with cDNA-subtraction 
cloning and cDNA-AFLP. 

DNA-subtraction libraries were prepared with consecutive hybridisations of 
sample and reference cDNA. Based on quality analysis of the libraries four of 
them were selected for sequencing. These were libraries derived from genes 
putatively up-regulated after 1h of DTT treatment or in the tPA producing 
transformant with respect to their references, and after one or five cycles of 
hybridisation. cDNA-AFLP gel electrophoresis bands that showed a clear 
up-regulation after 1h of DTT treatment and in the tPA producing transformant 
with respect to their references were selected for sequencing. 

In total 2144 ESTs were sequenced. They were mapped to the prepublication 
genome sequence of T. reesei and found to correspond to 457 ORFs. In addition, 
71 unique ESTs did not match to the genome. Based on the redundancy of the 
ESTs matching to the genome, these could correspond to roughly 20 ORFs. The 
ORFs with most corresponding ESTs included previously characterised UPR 
related genes bip1 and pdi1 (Pakula et al. 2003; Saloheimo et al. 2003), as well 
as ORFs assigned to UPR related functions in other organisms (V: Table 2 and 
Table 4). Also transcripts expected to be very abundant, such as those encoding 
translation elongation factor tef1 (Nakari et al. 1993), actin act1 (Velculescu et 
al. 1997), hex1 (Bergquist et al. 2004), cellobiohydrolases (Penttila and Limon 
2004) and ribosomal genes (Velculescu et al. 1997) were represented in the 
libraries. These are likely to be false positives. T. reesei ORFs corresponding to 
all sequenced ESTs were clearly enriched in secretion related genes as compared 
to the genome content of secretion related genes of S. cerevisiae (V: 
�Homologues of T. reesei ER stress ORFs� Table 1). However, only 10 percents 
of these ORFs belonged also to the �Travers� group and the overlap with our 
S. cerevisiae secretion stress regulated gene groups was even less. 
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Table 4. T. reesei ORFs from secretion stress EST library with homology to 
S. cerevisiae genes directly involved in protein secretion. Related processes such 
as protein degradation, cell wall biogenesis, vacuolar transport and translation 
were excluded. ESTs were mapped to T. reesei genome and found ORFs were 
matched to S. cerevisiae ORFs by blast (Altschul et al. 1990). Gene Ontology 
(GO) annotations were retrieved from Saccharomyces Genome Database 
(Dolinski et al. 2004). 

T. reesei 
genome 
version 2.0 
ORF 
identifier

Closest 
homologue in 
S. cerevisiae 

genome

UPR 
regulation 
verified by 
Northern GO process GO molecular function

tre120412 age2 ER to Golgi transport ARF GTPase activator 
tre55415 gea2 ER to Golgi transport ARF guanyl-nucleotide exchange factor 
tre80553 arf1 ER to Golgi transport ARF small monomeric GTPase 
tre119578 erv29 YES ER to Golgi transport molecular_function unknown
tre46639 yip3 ER to Golgi transport molecular_function unknown
tre76172 erv46 ER to Golgi transport molecular_function unknown
tre80898 ypt1 ER to Golgi transport RAB small monomeric GTPase 
tre45604 arf2 ER to Golgi transport small monomeric GTPase 

tre121223 sec4 YES Golgi to plasma membrane transport GTPase 
tre123577 ero1 YES protein folding electron carrier 
tre121997 cpr3 protein folding peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase 
tre121415 pdi1 protein folding protein disulfide isomerase 
tre35465 lhs1 protein transport chaperone 
tre121068 sec53 YES protein-ER targeting phosphomannomutase 
tre120051 srp68 protein-ER targeting signal sequence binding
tre119592 pmr1 secretory pathway calcium-transporting ATPase 
tre74462 spc3 signalpeptide processing signal peptidase 

tre121397 sec61
SRP-dependent cotranslational 
membrane targeting, translocation protein transporter 

tre122920 kar2 / BIP YES
SRP-dependent cotranslational 
membrane targeting, translocation unfolded protein binding

tre22560 sil1
SRP-dependent cotranslational 
membrane targeting, translocation adenyl-nucleotide exchange factor 

tre121754 sec63 YES
SRP-dependent cotranslational 
membrane targeting, translocation protein transporter 

tre68492 YPL145c vesicle-mediated transport oxysterol binding
tre60222 sec16 vesicle-mediated transport structural molecule 
tre120044 gdi1 vesicle-mediated transport GDP-dissociation inhibitor 
tre55318 apl3 vesicle-mediated transport molecular_function unknown

 

Northern analysis was done to confirm the UPR-like regulation of genes found 
from the EST library. In addition to the samples described above a sample from 
a shake-flask cultivation of a transformant over-expressing ire1 and its reference 
were included. Over-expression of ire1 in T. reesei leads to a constitutive UPR 
(Valkonen et al. 2004). The responses induced by production of a heterologous 
protein and by the DTT treatment might also have features specific to each of 
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these two conditions and therefore we have focused on genes under differential 
expression in all culture conditions. A gene was classified as a UPR regulated 
gene if it was confirmed by Northern analysis to be up regulated after one-hour-
treatment with DTT, in a tPA producing strain as well as in a strain over-
expressing ire1. Northern analysis of a set of genes selected from the EST 
collection revealed UPR-like up regulation of a group of genes expected to be 
UPR up-regulated based on data obtained from other organisms, e.g. bip1, pdi1, 
ero1, pmr1 and sec61 or belonging to functional categories containing UPR 
regulated genes in other organisms e.g. sec53, sec4, ste24, erv29 (Travers et al. 
2000; Martinez and Chrispeels 2003; Sims et al. 2005) (V: Figure 2). Many of 
the genes analysed by Northern analysis were induced at a lower level in the tPA 
producing culture than in the DTT treated culture or in the strain over-expressing 
ire1 (Table 4, V: Figure 2). This was reflected also in the abundance of ESTs 
corresponding to the differentially expressed genes in the different libraries, of 
which the abundantly expressed foldase/chaperon genes pdi1 and bip1 are good 
examples (V: Table 2). In addition, the analysis revealed induction of genes that 
have not been described as UPR induced in filamentous fungi or yeast, which 
are discussed in more detail below. 

Based on the annotation of T. reesei ORFs represented in the library by 
homology to S. cerevisiae and Northern hybridisations, the combined EST 
library appears as a good source of secretion stress induced genes. However, the 
overlap with our or previous (Travers et al. 2000) definition of S. cerevisiae 
UPR regulated genes is surprisingly small. Partly, this might be explained by the 
use of a very simplistic homology mapping where the best blastp (Altschul et al. 
1990) hit of a T. reesei ORF was accepted as the homologue in S. cerevisiae. 
However, based on genome analysis, the secretion machinery, as described in 
S. cerevisiae, is largely conserved, with the exception of expansion of some 
families, in Pezizomycotina species (see chapter 1.2.2). Therefore, even simple 
homologue detection should work acceptably. 
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Figure 8. Counts of overlapping 
ORFs in secretion stress induced 
groups in three different fungi. Due 
to variable gene names exact counts 
vary slightly from original publications. 
Data from three species and different 
publications was used: SC (S. cerevisiae) 
(Travers et al. 2000) , TR (T. reesei) 
(V) and AN (A. nidulans) (Sims et al. 
2005). S. cerevisiae homologues of 
T. reesei and A. nidulans ORFs were 
taken from the source publications. 

We compared secretion stress induced genes in Aspergillus nidulans (Figure 8). 
Unfortunately, the transcriptome profiling data available for such a comparison 
comes from very divergent sources. S. cerevisiae transcriptome profiling was 
done with whole genome microarrays, while the T. reesei profiling covers the 
transcriptomic response only partially as described above. A. nidulans data was 
done with cDNA microarrays covering approximately half of the genome. The 
group of A. nidulans ORFs shown in Figure 8 only covers ORFs described by 
authors to be somehow related to secretion and induced by secretion stress (Sims 
et al. 2005). Regardless of these lacks, it seems that in different fungi different 
genes are induced as a response to secretion stress. The responses share two 
major trends. The function of most of the genes is unknown and while several 
GO terms are abundant, in each organism different genes with the same term are 
induced. As expected secretion related terms are among the most abundant. 

3.3.3 Nucleosomal gene induction as a response 
to secretion stress 

ESTs corresponding to histone H2A were found from the secretion stress up-
regulated EST library (V: Table 2). The UPR-like expression of T. reesei H2A 
and H4, and induction of A. nidulans H4 during DTT treatment was shown with 
Northern hybridisations (V: Figure 2 and 4). 
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Histones are generally thought to be strictly regulated with cell cycle, active 
synthesis taking place only during the S-phase (Meshi et al. 2000; Marzluff and 
Duronio 2002). S. cerevisiae transcriptome data collected for this study indicates 
that if some regulation of nucleosomal genes as a response to stress is taking 
place, it is primarily down regulation, and no up regulation is seen under 
secretion stress conditions. The induction of H2A and H4 appears to have no 
correlation with the growth rate of the cells. The comparison of the expression 
levels of the genes in the tPA producing strain and in its parental reference strain 
was carried out in well controlled chemostat cultures with the same specific 
growth rate. Growth activation could not explain the induction either, since the 
treatment of the cultures with DTT retards the growth to some extent, and also 
the ire1 over expression does not lead to increased growth of the fungus. 

In S. cerevisiae Hac1p represses expression of early meiotic genes through a 
mechanism of histone deacetylation and subsequent tightening of chromatin 
structure (Schroder et al. 2004). In human, XBP-1, the homologue of Hac1p, 
increases ERα (estrogen receptor) transcription through large scale chromatin 
unfolding (Fang et al. 2004). Therefore, a link between chromatin structure and 
UPR is not surprising, although the unexpected uncoupling of histone regulation 
from cell cycle control is. 

3.3.4 cpc1 induction as a response to secretion stress 

ESTs corresponding to the T. reesei homologue of N. crassa cpc1 (cross pathway 
control) and S. cerevisiae GCN4 were found from the secretion stress up-regulated 
EST library (V: Table 2). The UPR-like expression of T. reesei cpc1 and induction 
of the A. nidulans homologue (cpcA) during DTT treatment was shown with 
Northern hybridisations (V: Figure 2 and 4). The CPC proteins in filamentous 
fungi as well as the S. cerevisiae GCN4 have been shown to control amino acid 
biosynthesis (Paluh et al. 1988; Wanke et al. 1997). A notable difference in 
activation of the CPC homologues and GCN4 in response to amino acid 
deprivation is that S. cerevisiae GCN4 is mostly regulated on translational level 
(Albrecht et al. 1998) whereas the CPC-proteins in filamentous fungi are also 
under strong transcriptional control (Paluh et al. 1988; Wanke et al. 1997). In 
order to determine whether induction of cpc1 in T. reesei could be due to amino 
acid starvation, we determined intracellular concentrations of 15 amino acids. No 
systematic lack of any of these amino acids was detected in any conditions. 
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The S. cerevisiae Gcn4p and the mouse homologue ATF4 have also been shown 
to be involved in secretion stress (Harding et al. 2000b; Harding et al. 2003; 
Patil et al. 2004). In S. cerevisiae, Gcn4p is required for induction of the 
majority of UPR induced genes under secretion stress (Patil et al. 2004). 
However, according to analysis of transcriptome data collected for this study 
amino acid biosynthesis genes are not induced in S. cerevisiae secretion stress 
(V: Figure 5). Mouse Atf4p appears to induce transcription of genes involved in 
glutathione biosynthesis under tunicamycin treatment. It has been proposed that 
the lack of reducing power and the need to up regulate glutathione biosynthesis 
were the major reasons for ATF4 induction in mouse under secretion stress 
conditions (Harding et al. 2003). 

In order to study the effects of the cpc1 induction, we carried out a Northern 
analysis in secretion stress conditions of a set of T. reesei genes whose 
homologues in S. cerevisiae have been shown to be Gcn4p targets based either 
on computational promoter analysis (Fondrat and Kalogeropoulos 1994; Kellis 
et al. 2003) or microarray experiments (Natarajan et al. 2001). As the role of 
CPC proteins in regulation of amino acid biosynthesis is very similar in 
S. cerevisiae and in filamentous fungi, it is likely that many of these selected 
genes are cpc1 targets also in T. reesei. The genes glt1 (glutamate synthase), 
arg1 (arginosuccinate synthase) and aro1 (pentafunctional arom protein, 
aromatic aminoacid biosynthesis) were shown by Northern analysis to be UPR 
induced genes in T. reesei. In addition, the gene asn1 was induced almost 2-fold 
in the ire1 over-expressing strain and cys4 was induced more than 2.5-fold after 
one hour DTT treatment (V: Figure 2 and 3). In mouse a homologue of asn1, 
asparagine synthase (Asns) and a homologue of cys3, cystathione γ-lyase (Cth) 
which follows cys4 in homocysteine and cysteine interconversion pathway 
(Figure 3), show ATF4 dependent regulation in secretion stress (Harding et al. 
2003). The glutathione biosynthesis gene gsh1, thioredoxin genes (trx1, trx2) 
and glutathione reductase (gsr1) involved in glutathione related functions do not 
show up regulation in T. reesei, which is also the case for their homologues in 
mouse (Harding et al. 2003). GLNI that synthesizes glutamine from glutamate 
instead of glutathione (Figure 3) neither shows any induction. In addition, ESTs 
homologous to a human microsomal glutathione s-transferase 3 were found from 
the secretion stress library and UPR-like regulation was confirmed with 
Northerns (V: Figure 2). In mice, glutathione-s-transferases protect cells from 
oxidative stress (Chanas et al. 2002). At transcript level our results with T. reesei 
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are in accordance with the observations made in mouse in that not all the genes 
putatively under ATF4 regulation or involved in glutathione metabolism are 
affected under secretion stress conditions. Based on the assembled evidence we 
believe that T. reesei is manifesting a response similar to the ATF4 dependent 
secretion stress induced oxidative stress response of mouse. 
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4. Conclusions and future perspectives 

Comparative genomics of eukaryotic microbes appears as a very fruitful strategy 
to improve our understanding of their biology and subsequently advance their 
industrial performance. Our comparative genomics work is one of the first of its 
kind and gives coarse grained, but interesting insight into Pezizomycotina 
genomes. Ascomycota probably have several mechanisms to slow down their 
evolution. However, our results show that at least some of the biomass 
degradation and secondary metabolism related protein families seem to have 
expanded recently in Pezizomycotina (I). It is notable that only these protein 
families seem to have such evolutionary history. Of the clearly diverged ORFs 
found both in Pezizomycotina and Saccharomycotina, those related to 
mitochondria emerge as the most prominent. However, the primary metabolism 
as described in S. cerevisiae is largely conserved in all fungi. Apart from the 
known secondary metabolism, Pezizomycotina have pathways that could link 
secondary metabolism to primary metabolism and a wealth of undescribed enzymes. 

The next natural step in order to profit from and improve the capabilities of 
fungi is comparative modelling of cellular systems such as metabolism and 
protein secretion. In depth comparisons of not only topology, but also sequence 
divergence in context of such models would allow us to better explain phenotype 
with genotype. In addition, such models would greatly improve analysis of 
genome wide measurement data. However, they require improved homology 
detection and network construction algorithms. 

With development of novel sequencing techniques such as pyrosequencing 
(Margulies et al. 2005), at least all currently used laboratory organism can be 
easily sequenced in the near future. However, there still remain niches for 
transcriptome profiling techniques for non-sequenced organisms. For example 
profiling of mixed natural populations, such as composts and gut flora could be 
envisaged. We have shown that only general knowledge of the subphyla under 
study would be required to select suitable genome sequences for efficient design 
of cDNA-AFLP experiments (IV). It has been proposed that cDNA-AFLP could 
be used as a way to produce PCR fragment TRAC probes (Kivioja 2004). The 
TRAC protocol is simpler and easier to automate than cDNA-AFLP. We have 
shown that TRAC can be done with PCR fragments instead of oligonucleotide 
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probes (II) and theoretically the PCR fragment TRAC can be used to cover 
whole transcriptomes (III). TRAC has also been shown to be sensitive and 
accurate. A cDNA-AFLP probe TRAC could allow very efficient profiling of 
complex microbial populations which have dynamic changes in relative proportions 
of species. 

Saccharomycotina and Pezizomycotina have intriguingly similar genome content 
of protein secretion machinery related ORFs, given their difference in variety 
and volume of secreted proteins. To understand what kind of secretion system is 
required for a Pezizomycotina type secretion, instead of the currently well 
described Saccharomycotina type secretion, functional genomics studies are 
needed. We carried out one of the first transcriptome profiling studies of 
response to secretion stress in a Pezizomycotina (V). Our results suggest that 
although secretion stress responses regulate mostly secretion machinery related 
genes both in the Saccharomycotina S. cerevisiae and in the Pezizomycotina 
T. reesei, the actual genes regulated are different. The most notable differences 
are the up-regulation of the transcription factor cpc1 and histone genes in 
response to secretion stress. Are these differences just noise due to mutations in 
the transcription regulation or is the secretion machinery regulated in some 
fundamentally different way for a fundamentally different function? The 
availability of genome sequences allows transcriptome profiling studies of much 
higher quality to refine these hypotheses. However, other high throughput 
techniques such as genome wide protein localisation and protein interaction 
studies are urgently needed. 
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